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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2020-7764-HCM 
ENV-2020-7765-CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

April 15, 2021 
11:00 AM
Teleconference (see 
agenda for login 
information)

Location: 4047-4155 N. Whitsett Avenue;
12506-12630 W. Valley Spring Lane 

Council District: 2 - Krekorian 
Community Plan Area: Sherman Oaks - Studio City -

Toluca Lake - Cahuenga 
Pass

Area Planning Commission: South Valley 
Neighborhood Council: Studio City 
Legal Description: Tract 19437, Lot 1

EXPIRATION DATE: The original expiration date 
of April 6, 2021 is tolled, and a revised date will be 
determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 21, 
2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines 
Prescribed in the Municipal Code and April 17, 
2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA
Deadlines and Revising Expiration of Emergency 
Orders.

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the 
WEDDINGTON GOLF AND TENNIS CLUB

REQUEST: Declare the property an Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNER: 4141 Whitsett LLC c/o David Weil 
3700 Coldwater Canyon Avenue 
Studio City, CA 91604

APPLICANT: Teresa Austin
4245 Laurelgrove Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 91604

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the subject property an Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles 
Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7.

2. Adopt the staff report and findings.
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VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Principal City Planner 
Office of Historic Resources

Shannon Ryan, Senior City Planner 
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources

Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate 
Office of Historic Resources

Commission/Staff Site Inspection Photos—February 25, 2021 
Historic-Cultural Monument Application

Attachments:
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FINDINGS

• Weddington Golf and Tennis Club “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad 
cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community” as an excellent 
example of a 1950s private recreational facility and golf club in Studio City.

• Weddington Golf and Tennis Club “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, 
period, or method of construction” as an excellent example of a 1950s community golf 
course.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;
Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local 
history; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his or her age.

2.

3.

SUMMARY

Weddington Golf and Tennis Club is a private recreational facility located on a triangular lot 
bounded by Valley Spring Lane to the north, Whitsett Avenue to the east, Valleyheart Drive to the 
south, and Bellaire Avenue to the west in the Studio City neighborhood of Los Angeles. Sited on 
the former sheep ranch of San Fernando Valley pioneer Wilson C. Weddington, the golf course 
was built in 1955 when the Weddington family leased the property to actor and golf professional 
Joe Kirkwood, Jr. That year, architect William M. Bray (1905-1998) designed a golf shop and 
clubhouse in the Ranch architectural style that was erected by the Colonial Construction 
Company. The subject property was largely developed over the next ten years, with the addition 
of tennis courts in the 1970s, and the site now consists of a golf course, driving range, tennis 
courts, tennis clubhouse, and golf clubhouse. Operated by the McCallister family from 1958 until 
2008, the subject property was called the Studio City Golf and Tennis Club. Since 2008, it has 
been called the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club.

Formed around 1927, Studio City was conceived as a combined studio, commercial development, 
and residential subdivision; however, the area remained largely rural until the 1950s. Similar to 
the rest of Southern California, the San Fernando Valley experienced a dramatic construction and 
population boom fueled by the increased demand for housing following World War II. Migration to 
the region was driven by a booming postwar economy, led by the defense industry that provided 
thousands of new jobs in aviation. In the development of Studio City and surrounding areas, 
communities were designed and built to be complete neighborhoods, with schools, churches, 
shopping centers, and parks located within a close drive of residential streets. Neighborhoods
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were promoted for their balance of work and recreation opportunities, such as golf courses and 
tennis courts, that had previously been unavailable to the average middle-class citizen.

The subject property spans approximately 16 acres, and the primary entrance is oriented to the 
east facing Whitsett Avenue. Much of the property maintains a park-like setting with landscaping 
and more than 400 mature trees. Most of the trees were planted during or following the 
development off the golf course, but a row of Eucalyptus trees along Valley Spring Lane predates 
the course. Golf-related resources are located at the northeastern portion of the site and include 
a one-story clubhouse; a nine-hole, par three golf course; a 24-stand, 230-yard driving range; and 
a putting green. The clubhouse is of wood-frame construction with board and batten cladding and 
has a side-gabled roof with wood shingles and overhanging eaves. The structure sits at an angle 
facing the northeast corner of the site and is approached by a walkway from the parking lot to the 
south. The primary entrance is recessed beneath the overhang and consists of aluminum-frame 
glass doors with flanking full-height sidelites. Interior features include knotty pine paneling, 
wrought iron light fixtures, and a slab fireplace wall with variegated brick cladding. The interior 
includes a reception area, a coffee shop and a pro shop. The golf course loops around the 
property, partially encircling the driving range, and winds back to the clubhouse. A wood, shed- 
style canopy shelters the northern half of the stands within the driving range, and temporary 
awnings shelter those on the south end. Eight original light standards, designed in the form of a 
golf ball set atop a tee, line the fence along the Whitsett Avenue parking lot and provide light to 
the driving range.

The southeastern corner of the parcel is dedicated for tennis use and includes a small club 
structure and 16 concrete courts located in staggered rows. The club structure faces west toward 
the tennis courts and features board and batten cladding and a front-gabled roof with wood 
shingles. Fenestration consists of aluminum sliding windows, and the entrances consist of single 
doors with inset panels and a cross-timber detail. There is also a temporary maintenance structure 
east of the tennis courts at the southern property line, which consists of a fenced yard with a roof.

William M. Bray, architect of the golf clubhouse, practiced architecture in Southern California for 
over 60 years, with an office located in Encino. Aspects of Bray’s residential designs were 
periodically featured in the Los Angeles Times throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Bray was 
responsible for two of the residential designs for the Aladowney Homes subdivision in Downey 
(1951) and Brighton Hills in Montebello (1961), where he employed the popular Ranch 
architectural style. He also designed a retirement community in Palm Desert called “Palm City.” 
In 1994, Bray was awarded a lifetime achievement award from the San Fernando Valley chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects. His son and business partner, Roger W. Bray, continues 
the practice today as Bray Architects.

The subject property has experienced several alterations that include an addition to the clubhouse 
in 1962; the demolition of a maintenance building, construction of a new maintenance building 
and the construction of an enclosure at the driving range, creating 10 sheltered tees, in 1966; the 
construction of tennis courts, court fencing and a tennis shop in 1974; the installation of tennis 
court fencing in 1975; the installation of fencing with lights in 1976; and the demolition of four 
original tennis courts and a 1966 maintenance structure as part of the construction of a fire station 
in 2007 at the southern corner (land now owned by the City of Los Angeles). Other alterations 
noted during the Commission site inspection consist of the reconfiguration of the fifth and sixth 
holes, ninth tee, and a reduction in the size of the driving range from the original 1958 design.

SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually 
eligible for listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as an excellent
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example of a 1950s private recreational facility/tennis club/golf course in Studio City. The survey 
found that the property appears to meet the eligibility standards, but it noted that it was not fully 
visible from the public right-of-way.

DISCUSSION

Weddington Golf and Tennis Club meets two of the Historic-Cultural Monument criteria.

The subject property “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social 
history of the nation, state, city or community” as an excellent example of a 1950s private 
recreational facility and golf club in Studio City. The suburbanization of the middle class and the 
boom in home and automobile ownership during the 1950s and 1960s enabled larger populations 
to live near and access golf courses. The golf course and driving range were developed to provide 
the growing Studio City community with a publicly accessible facility where visitors of all ages 
could learn and practice the game of golf. Previously a sport reserved for elites, golf began to 
attract middle-class suburban players and enjoy popular appeal in the postwar period. The 
televising of golf tournaments greatly increased the sport’s profile and audience and contributed 
to its popularization. Facilities like the subject property opened to the public to serve this growing 
demand for the sport. In addition, the subject property reflects the value of recreational amenities 
to the suburban population base in the San Fernando Valley during a significant period of growth.

Furthermore, the subject property “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, 
or method of construction” as an excellent example of a 1950s community golf course. It retains 
many essential characteristics of the small, local community golf courses that became popular 
nationwide in the 1950s. As open spaces were rapidly disappearing in light of the increased 
development of urban and suburban landscapes, the combination of greenery, open spaces, 
social outlets, and community recreation provided by golf courses were valued throughout the 
mid-20h century. In addition, the golf course retains associative value with the post-World War II 
era in the San Fernando Valley: the golf ball-shaped lights are a form of programmatic 
architecture, a type of roadside attraction contemporaneous with the popularity of car culture, and 
the clubhouse reflects the Ranch architectural style, the preferred residential forms of the San 
Fernando Valley during that period.

While the property has experienced some alterations, they are all related to its evolution as a 
community golf course over time. As such, the subject property retains a high level of integrity of 
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to convey its 
significance.

Separately, staff recommends that the subject property’s proposed monument name be changed 
to the “Studio City Golf and Tennis Club,” to reflect the original, historic name with which it was 
associated for 50 years.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS

State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions taken 
by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the maintenance, 
restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves 
procedures for protection of the environment.”
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State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects 
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation 
or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.”

The designation of the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club as an Historic-Cultural Monument in 
accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) 
will ensure that future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in 
accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is to prevent 
significant impacts to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set 
forth in the LAAC. Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic 
significance and integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations 
and new construction and the demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC 
and provide standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will 
ensure the continued preservation of the subject property.

The City of Los Angeles has determined based on the whole of the administrative record, that 
substantial evidence supports that the Project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 and Class 31, and none of the exceptions 
to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 applies. The project 
was found to be exempt based on the following:

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed 
designation is consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and 
protecting the environment through the imposition of regulations designed to 
prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed 
designation is consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, 
restoration and reconstruction of historic buildings and sites in a manner consistent 
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties.

Categorical Exemption ENV-2020-7765-CE was prepared on February 26, 2021.

BACKGROUND

On December 23, 2020, the Director of Planning determined that the application for the proposed 
designation of the subject property as an Historic-Cultural Monument was complete. On January 
21, 2021, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the property under consideration. On 
February 25, 2021, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of Commissioner Kennard 
conducted a site inspection of the property, accompanied by staff from the Office of Historic 
Resources. The original expiration date of April 6, 2021 is tolled, and a revised date will be 
determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 21, 2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines Prescribed in the Municipal Code and April 17, 2020 
Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA Deadlines and 
Revising Expiration of Emergency Orders.
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In 2001, there was a proposed project to develop the subject property with a new 200- 
condominium unit senior housing complex with an associated subterranean parking structure on 
a portion of the site and the continued maintenance, reconfiguration, and reconstruction of the 
existing golf and tennis use (case nos. CPC-2001-1331-MPR-GPA-ZC-BL-VCU-CUB-SPR and 
VTT-74209). In 2012, Architectural Resources Group prepared an Historic Resources 
Assessment report as part of the Environmental Impact Report (case no. ENV-2001-1196-EIR), 
which found the subject property to be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources as locally significant in the area of recreation and entertainment as a community 
recreation center, and representative of a local, 1950s community golf course. On March 27, 
2018, the project was withdrawn at the request of the applicant and property owner.

In 2020, a planning application was filed to develop the site of the subject property with a new 
athletic facility for a private school (case nos. CPC-2020-1511-VCU-SPR-WDI and ENV-2020- 
1512-EIR).
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

200 NORTH SPRING STREET, ROOM 395 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

COUNTY CLERK'S USE

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
(PRC Section 21152; CEQA Guidelines Section 15062)

Filing of this form is optional. If filed, the form shall be filed with the County Clerk, 12400 E. Imperial Highway, Norwalk, CA 90650, 
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21152(b) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15062. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 
21167 (d), the posting of this notice starts a 35-day statute of limitations on court challenges to reliance on an exemption for the project.
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SUMMARY

Weddington Golf and Tennis Club is a private recreational facility located on a triangular lot 
bounded by W. Valley Spring Lane to the north, N. Whitsett Avenue to the east, W. Valleyheart 
Drive to the south, and N. Bellaire Avenue to the west in the Studio City neighborhood of Los 
Angeles. Sited on the former sheep ranch of San Fernando Valley pioneer Wilson C. Weddington, 
the golf course was built in 1955 when the Weddington family leased the property to actor and 
golf professional Joe Kirkwood, Jr. That year, architect William M. Bray (1905-1998) designed a 
golf shop and clubhouse in the Ranch architectural style that was erected by the Colonial 
Construction Company. The subject property was largely developed over the next ten years, with 
the addition of tennis courts in the 1970s, and the site now consists of a golf course, driving range, 
tennis courts, tennis clubhouse, and golf clubhouse. Operated by the McCallister family from 1958 
until 2008, the subject property was called the Studio City Golf and Tennis Club.

Formed around 1927, Studio City was conceived as a combined studio, commercial development, 
and residential subdivision; however, the area remained largely rural until the 1950s. Similar to 
the rest of Southern California, the San Fernando Valley experienced a dramatic construction and 
population boom fueled by the increased demand for housing following World War II. Migration to 
the region was driven by a booming postwar economy, led by the defense industry that provided 
thousands of new jobs in aviation. In the development of Studio City and surrounding areas, 
communities were designed and built to be complete neighborhoods, with schools, churches, 
shopping centers, and parks located within a close drive of residential streets. Neighborhoods 
were promoted for their balance of work and recreation opportunities, such as golf courses and 
tennis courts, that had previously been unavailable to the average middle-class citizen.

The subject property spans approximately 16 acres, and the primary entrance is oriented to the 
east facing Whitsett Avenue. Much of the property maintains a park-like setting with landscaping 
and mature trees. Golf-related resources are located at the northeastern portion of the site and 
include a one-story clubhouse; a nine-hole, par three golf course; a 24-stand, 230-yard driving 
range; and a putting green. The clubhouse is of wood-frame construction with board and batten 
cladding and has a side-gabled roof with wood shingles and overhanging eaves. The structure 
sits at an angle facing the northeast corner of the site and is approached by a walkway from the 
parking lot to the south. The primary entrance is recessed beneath the overhang and consists of 
aluminum-frame glass doors with flanking full-height sidelites. Interior features include knotty pine 
paneling, wrought iron light fixtures, and a slab fireplace wall with variegated brick cladding. The 
interior includes a reception area, a coffee shop and a pro shop. The golf course loops around 
the property, partially encircling the driving range, and winds back to the clubhouse. A wood, 
shed-style canopy shelters the northern half of the stands within the driving range, and temporary 
awnings shelter those on the south end. Eight original light standards, designed in the form of a 
golf ball set atop a tee, line the fence along the Whitsett Avenue parking lot and provide light to 
the driving range.

The southeastern corner of the parcel is dedicated for tennis use and includes a small club 
structure and 16 concrete courts located in staggered rows. The club structure faces west toward 
the tennis courts and features board and batten cladding and a front-gabled roof with wood 
shingles. Fenestration consists of aluminum sliding windows, and the entrances consist of single 
doors with inset panels and a cross-timber detail. There is also a temporary maintenance structure 
east of the tennis courts at the southern property line, which consists of a fenced yard with a roof.

William M. Bray, architect of the golf clubhouse, practiced architecture in Southern California for 
over 60 years, with an office located in Encino. Aspects of Bray’s residential designs were 
periodically featured in the Los Angeles Times throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Bray was
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responsible for two of the residential designs for the Aladowney Homes subdivision in Downey 
(1951) and Brighton Hills in Montebello (1961), where he employed the popular Ranch 
architectural style. He also designed a retirement community in Palm Desert called "Palm City.” 
In 1994, Bray was awarded a lifetime achievement award from the San Fernando Valley chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects. His son and business partner, Roger W. Bray, continues 
the practice today as Bray Architects.

The subject property has experienced several alterations that include an addition to the clubhouse 
in 1962; the demolition of a maintenance building, construction of a new maintenance building 
and the construction of an enclosure at the driving range, creating 10 sheltered tees, in 1966; the 
construction of tennis courts, court fencing and a tennis shop in 1974; the installation of tennis 
court fencing in 1975; the installation of fencing with lights in 1976; and the demolition of four 
original tennis courts and a 1966 maintenance structure as part of the construction of a fire station 
in 2007 at the southern corner (land now owned by the City of Los Angeles).

SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually 
eligible for listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as an excellent 
example of a 1950s private recreational facility/tennis club/golf course in Studio City. The survey 
found that the property appears to meet the eligibility standards; however, because it was not fully 
visible from the public right-of-way the evaluation could not be completed.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;
Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local 
history; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his or her age.

2.

3.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that the 
application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.

BACKGROUND

On December 23, 2020, the Director of Planning determined that the application for the proposed 
designation of the subject property as an Historic-Cultural Monument was complete. The original 
30-day expiration date of January 22, 2021 per Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 
22.171.10(e)1 is tolled, and a revised date will be determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 21,
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2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines 
Prescribed in the Municipal Code and April 17, 2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA Deadlines and Revising Expiration of Emergency 
Orders.

In 2001, there was a proposed project to develop the subject property with a new 200- 
condominium unit senior housing complex with an associated subterranean parking structure on 
a portion of the site and the continued maintenance, reconfiguration, and reconstruction of the 
existing golf and tennis use (case nos. CPC-2001-1331-MPR-GPA-ZC-BL-VCU-CUB-SPR and 
VTT-74209). In 2012, Architectural Resources Group prepared an Historic Resources 
Assessment report as part of the Environmental Impact Report (case no. ENV-2001-1196-EIR), 
which found the subject property to be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources as locally significant in the area of recreation and entertainment as a community 
recreation center, and representative of a local, 1950s community golf course. On March 27, 
2018, the project was withdrawn at the request of the applicant and property owner.

In 2020, a case was filed to develop the site of the subject property with a new athletic facility for 
a private school (case nos. CPC-2020-1511-VCU-SPR-WDI and ENV-2020-1512-EIR).
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Introduction

Resident of Studio City, California Teri Austin has completed an application that expands and updates the 2012 
Weddington Golf and Tennis Club Historic Resources Assessment Report prepared by ARG. Weddington Golf and 
Tennis Club is located at 4141 Whitsett Avenue in Studio City, California and appears to be eligible for listing in the 
National and California registers, as well as being an Historical Cultural Monument.

I am not a historian, or professional research professional, or expert in this field. Having lived in Studio City for over 
30 years I feel it would be a great loss to our local culture and history if the Weddington Golf and Tennis property 
were not preserved. At the end of this report I have added a very recent (June 30, 2020) article from the Los Angeles 
Times. The article highlights that the history of the film industry is tightly woven into the history of Los Angeles. 
Worldwide the very name “Los Angeles” is synonymous with movies and television. The article speaks to the fact that 
Los Angeles still retains some vestiges of our history in buildings and landscape that are so iconically, genuinely Los 
Angeles, that can be used as locations to accurately portray L.A.’s past. Los Angeles would be the poorer without 
Angel’s Flight, The Boyle Hotel, the Bradbury Building, and yes, the Chili Bowl restaurant. They all are part of the 
history of Los Angeles, as is Weddington Golf and Tennis.

I am fortunate that the ARG study was done less than 8 years ago on this same property. It could have been done 20 or 
30 years ago as nothing has changed on this stunning slice of landscape and structural post war history. The following 
report focuses on both the patterns of local history and the criterion (1 and 3) that qualifies this property as an Historic 
Cultural Monument. SurveyLA found Weddington Golf and Tennis to be an “excellent example of a 1950s private 
recreational facility/tennis club in Studio City.”

I want to be clear that the majority of my support documentation is solely the professional work of ARG and, as it is 
public record, I am grateful to have such a complete study to support my application. On May 29, 2007, ARG 
representatives visited the project site to document existing conditions. Research was conducted at the Los Angeles 
Public Library and at the Los Angeles Building Department. In addition, an informal interview was conducted with 
George McCallister, Jr. on May 29, 2007 to gather oral history.

ARG first evaluated the significance of the property in 2007 and then again in 2012. As a result of ARG’s evaluation, 
they found that the property appears eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources as well as an Historic 
Cultural Monument. ARG recommended the property as eligible to be an Historic Cultural Monument again in 2012. 
In our estimation, the historic significance of Weddington increases with each passing year. I have included updated 
photographs of the same views in the ARG report to substantiate that the integrity of the property remains the same 
today as it did in 2012.

NOTE; The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club was historically called the Studio City Golf and Tennis Club. For the 
purposes of this report, it is referred to by its current name, except when appropriate for historical context.



7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS 
A. Proposed Monument Description
The following description has been excerpted from Weddington Golf and Tennis Club Historic Resources 
Assessment Report prepared by ARG:

The project site is located within the boundaries of Studio City, which is a part of the City 
of Los Angeles located in the San Fernando Valley. Residential neighborhoods occupy 
most of the surrounding land to the north, east and west. The Los Angeles River channel 
and Ventura Boulevard, a major commercial thoroughfare, are directly south of the 
property.

Site
The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club is located at 4141 Whitsett Avenue, at the 
southwest corner of Whitsett and Valley Spring Lane. The triangular site is 16.1 acres 
with a flood control channel forming the diagonal southwestern boundary, Valley Spring 
Drive the northern boundary, and Whitsett Avenue the eastern boundary. A short length 
of Bellaire Ave. forms the western boundary. The southernmost section of the property 
extends into the public right-of-way for Valleyheart Drive and the Los Angeles River. 
The property’s public entrance is oriented to the east toward Whitsett Avenue. An 
asphalt drive with fl anking parking serves as entrance and exit. A putting green and 
clubhouse at the property’s northeastern corner signal the property’s use. The majority of 
the property maintains a park-like setting as a result of the landscaping and mature trees. 
The southeastern corner of the parcel is dedicated for tennis use and, most recently, a 
portion of that area has been given over to the City of Los Angeles for use as a fire 
station.

Cultural Landscape Elements
According to the current property manager, virtually all design elements of the property 
were explicitly outlined in a conditional use permit. The recreational property is 
composed of multiple contributing elements. Golf-related resources include: a one-story 
clubhouse; a 24-stand, 230-yard driving range; a 9-hole, par 3 golf course; and a putting 
green. Tennis-related resources include: a small club structure and 16 concrete courts 
located in staggered rows at the southeast portion of the property, adjacent to the fire 
station site. Other elements include: a maintenance structure east of the tennis courts at 
the southern property line.

Clubhouse
The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club features a one-story clubhouse building near the 
southwest corner of Whitsett Avenue and Valley Spring Lane, on the northwest corner of 
the subject property. The building sits at an angle facing the corner. Its front lawn is a 
putting green, with a low, nonoriginal brick wall with weeping mortar bordering the 
street that replaced an earlier split rail fence. A walkway parallel to the front of the 
building approaches the entrance from the parking lot to the south.

The clubhouse is wood frame construction on a concrete slab-on-grade foundation. It has 
a wood shingle-clad, side-gabled roof with deep eaves along the front and rear of the 
building to create generous overhangs. The front overhang is supported by square wood 
posts. The exterior cladding of the building is painted board and batten siding. The north 
side contains utility uses, with a shed-roofed garage (its roof parallel to the main gable) 
and a small shed (its roof perpendicular to the main gable, attached to the wall) and an 
exterior vestibule at the back of the pro shop enclosed with chain link fencing.
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The recessed entrance is sheltered beneath the overhang, with the entrance and the glass 
wall of the front of the building recessed from the eave line. Large, low planters to the 
north and south of the entrance hold shrubs and small trees that pass upwards through 
rectangular cut-outs in the front slope of the roof. The entrance is on grade, with 
aluminum-frame glass doors and full-height plate glass windows to either side. It is not 
clear whether these expanses of glass are original or alterations. Inside the entrance, the 
main interior space is a reception room. The tile and carpet floor of the clubhouse is not 
original, nor is the wallpaper above the paneling or large mirror on the south wall, but 
most other features of the interior have changed very little, leaving the clubhouse with 
high interior integrity. Knotty pine paneling covers the walls up to a datum line set by the 
east (entrance) and west (rear) walls. The major feature of the reception room is a slab fi 
replace wall extending from floor to ceiling and clad in variegated brick. The rectangular 
cutout of the fi replace box is surrounded by two wrought iron, six-arm light fixtures that 
carry shaded hurricane lanterns. A matching four-arm fixture hangs near the pro shop 
desk. The reception space is flanked by offices to the north and restrooms to the south. 
The rear entrance to the greens is on axis with the front door, with an enclosed coffee 
shop to the south and a pro shop to the north.

The coffee shop or lunch counter is enclosed with wood-framed glass panels on the north 
side and at the entrance, directly north of the fireplace. The space has an open painted 
wood beamed ceiling with diagonal tongue and groove boards. The open kitchen on the 
south wall has a large copper hood, and an L-shaped laminate counter with built-in stools 
provides seating. Windows along the west wall look out to the greens side of the 
building, including a window for walk-up service.

The pro shop area, adjacent to the rear entrance, is marked by a high, L-shaped counter 
with wood paneling on the front similar to that seen in the rest of the interior. A small 
decorative corbelled shelf lines the opening. The rear patio of the clubhouse is partly 
shaded by the deep overhang of the roof. Extending from the south end of the rear patio 
of the clubhouse is a long open structure that serves as a shelter for golfers using the 
driving range. This structure has a shed roof that slopes upwards toward the west (i.e., 
toward the driving range). Its roof has a slight fan shape, with the beams converging 
toward the concave front of the structure. Each column bay has three berths for golfers 
using the driving range, separated with ground-mounted metal mesh dividers.

Golf Course
The nine-hole, par three golf course is laid out along the property lines that abut Valley 
Spring Lane, Bellaire Avenue on the west, and the river channel on the south. The course 
loops around the property, partially encircling the driving range, and winds its way back 
to the clubhouse. Concrete pads mark tees on each of the holes.

Upon exiting the clubhouse’s eastern door, the first tee of the golf course is located a few
yards due west of the clubhouse exit, immediately adjacent to (north of) the driving range 
fence. The fairway extends roughly 105 yards west of the concrete tee. Mature trees line
both sides of the fairway, visually separating the first hole from the driving range to the
south and the ninth hole to the north.

The second hole runs along the northern property line with the tee located on a 
northeasterly diagonal from the first green. The second fairway extends 130 yards to the 
second green, which is located on a small rise close to the northwestern corner of the
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property. A row of mature eucalyptus trees buffers the second fairway from the property 
line to the north.

With a tee located at the northwest corner of the property, the third hole runs parallel to 
the western property line. The short, 75-yard fairway drops gently down to the green at 
the southwestern corner of the property, which is partially surrounded by a low 
decorative split rail fence. A row of mature Canary Island and Aleppo pine trees, with a 
few interspersed olive trees, lines the western edge of the third fairway, along Bellaire 
Avenue.

The fourth hole tees off just east of the third green and runs parallel to the river channel’s 
path, roughly 105 yards. The fourth green is located at the approximate midpoint of the 
property’s southern boundary along the edge of the river channel.
The fifth and sixth holes have been reconfigured from their original 1958 design. 
Originally, the fifth hole followed a dog-leg pattern with the tee located adjacent to a 
wider driving range. The fairway opened to a wide triangle, its base lined with mature 
eucalyptus trees that still stand and separate the property from Whitsett Avenue. 
Originally, the oval-shaped fi fth green was located at the southeastern comer of the 
property. Following the addition of tennis courts and division of the driving range in the 
1970s, the fifth hole now runs along the south fence of the driving range for 
approximately 115 yards. The sixth hole, originally positioned parallel to the river wash, 
now runs parallel to the fi th hole but in the opposite direction, with its green located at 
the edge of the property along the river. The sixth fairway measures 105 yards.

From the sixth green, a player reaches the seventh tee by walking a short northwesterly 
diagonal between the fourth green and the fifth tee. A tall row of mature Mexican fan 
palm trees separates the seventh fairway from the fourth immediately to the south. The 
seventh green sits atop a short hill, directly east of the third green near the property’s 
southwest corner. The fairway extends 115 yards to the green, located on a short rise 
above and immediately east of the third green.

From the course’s eastern end, the eighth and ninth holes direct the player back to the 
clubhouse and the property’s northeastern corner. The eighth tee is adjacent to the third 
fairway, between the seventh and second greens. The fairway extends 135 yards, lined on 
both sides by a row of mature palms, culminating at the kidney-shaped green 
immediately adjacent to the driving range’s northwestern corner.

The ninth tee is reached by traveling a short northeasterly diagonal between the second 
tee and the first green. The ninth tee has been moved slightly east from its original 
ocation (which is still visible), foreshortening the ninth fairway to just 90 yards. A row of 
mature eucalyptus trees and Mexican fan palms line the northern property line along the 
ninth fairway. The green is located atop a slight rise. The length of the hole parallels the 
property’s northern property line, returning the player to the clubhouse entrance.

Driving Range
A 24-stand driving range is located between the clubhouse and the tennis area. A wood, 
shed-style canopy shelters the northern half of the stands. Temporary awnings provide 
shelter to the stands on the south end. Extending 230 yards, the driving range is located 
directly southwest of the golf clubhouse and is enclosed by a high fence.
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Light Standards
Eight original light standards, designed in the form of a golf ball set atop a tee, line the 
fence along the Whitsett Avenue parking lot and provide light to the driving range. The 
parking lot has not changed in configuration from the original (see aerial photo, p. 21) 
and so presumably the light standards are in their original locations. According to the 
current property manager, one of the historic standards has been removed. These 
standards have been retrofitted with new 1000-watt stadium style lights that replaced 750- 
watt incandescent lights that are no longer manufactured.

Tennis House
The tennis office was constructed in 1974, when tennis courts were added to the facility. 
The style of the building was patterned after that of the main clubhouse. It has a front- 
gabled roof clad in wood shingles facing west toward the tennis courts. A separate fl at 
canopy of open beams for a shade structure is attached to the front facade and supported 
on metal posts. The exterior siding is board and batten, and the fenestration, concentrated 
at the west end, consists of large, square aluminum-frame sliding windows. The front 
door, and a side door on the north side, have a large single light over an inset panel with a 
cross-timber detail. The tennis office and the adjoining courts were constructed outside of 
the period of significance for the site, and so are not considered historic features of the 
site.
Tennis Courts
Sixteen concrete tennis courts are situated, in a staggered pattern, at the southeastern 
corner of the property. Four courts of the original twenty were demolished as part of the
construction of the fire station.

Maintenance Structure
A temporary maintenance building has been constructed at the southern end of the 
property, behind the tennis courts. A previous maintenance structure, constructed in
1966, was demolished as part of the fi re station project. The current structure is 
essentially a fenced yard with a roof; chain link fence with a windscreen form the 
structure’s “walls.” This structure does not contribute the significance of the property.

Maintenance Green
A small maintenance green, used to grow and harvest patch sod, is located at the
southeastern comer of the tennis area, behind the fire station.
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B. Statement of Significance
Weddington Golf and Tennis is significant as an Historic Cultural Monument under the first and the third 
criteria for designation. Under Criterion 1, SurveyLA found it to be an “excellent example of a 1950s 
private recreational facility/tennis club in Studio City.” The ARG report further explains:

The Weddington Golf & Tennis Club appears to be locally significant in the area of 
recreation and entertainment as a community recreation center. Specifically, the 9-hole 
golf course and driving range were constructed in the mid-1950s and developed over the 
next ten years to provide the growing Studio City community with a publicly-accessible 
facility where children and adults alike could learn and practice the sport. he clubhouse, 
course, and driving range were a community draw, particularly for many patrons at all 
levels of the entertainment industry. The course and driving range reflects the broad 
popularity of golf in the 1950s and 1960s, and how such recreational facilities were 
valuable amenities to serve the rapidly growing suburban population base in the San 
Fernando Valley during its most significant period of community development.

Under Criterion 3, the ARG Report describes importance of Weddington Golf and Tennis:

The Weddington Golf Course represents the essential characteristics of a local, 
community golf course in the mid-1950s. It has high associative value and it effectively 
communicates the features of such a facility. Its setting has high integrity, as do the 
component elements including the low-slung, Ranch style clubhouse (and its compatible, 
adjoining driving range shelter) that echo the preferred residential forms of the San 
Fernando Valley in that era, the golf course with its fairways lined in palm, eucalyptus, 
and pine trees, and associated features such as the golf ball-shaped light standards and 
putting green.

The following is excerpted from Weddington Golf and Tennis Club Historic Resources Assessment 
Report prepared by ARG:

Historical Background and Context 
San Fernando Valley
The history of the San Fernando Valley is largely a story of its development. What was 
an undeveloped and arid valley of ranchos 150 years ago has been transformed into a 
dense urbanized “suburb” with a population of over 1.7 million (Roderick 2001, v). 
Through its short history, the San Fernando Valley has been home to some of the nation’s 
largest agricultural producers, the rise of the film industry, a central hub for the aviation 
and defense industry, and most importantly, a relentless real estate growth machine that 
subdivided the valley and sold its image of the good life to people throughout the United 
States and the world. Infrastructure investments have been vital to this development. The 
Southern Pacific Railroad made the Valley accessible, providing an essential link to a 
nation-wide consumer market for the Valley’s agricultural products and a steady supply 
of new residents. The arrival of a reliable water source through the Los Angeles 
Aqueduct supported dramatic growth. The Pacific Electric streetcar system linked the 
Valley within the Los Angeles region, enabling further access to vacant land for 
development. Most famously, the advent of the automobile and the mass-produced 
housing industry spread the Valley’s prototypical subdivisions across nearly all 
remaining open spaces...
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Growth in Valley Industry
Soon after the birth of the film industry in Los Angeles, the Valley attracted film 
production because of its diversity of terrain and bright natural light. In 1912, Universal 
became the first film studio to operate out of the Valley, utilizing its ranch along the base 
of the Cahuenga Pass for filming (Roderick 2001, 86). The Universal ranch was
simultaneously developed both as a back lot as well as a residential neighborhood for 
studio workers, opening under the name “Universal City” in 1915 (Roderick 2001, 86).

Like Universal City, Studio City was conceived as a combined studio, commercial 
development and residential subdivision. Begun in 1926 on what had been a lettuce farm 
located along Ventura Blvd., the 500-acre parcel eleven miles north of downtown Los 
Angeles included a production studio for Sennet Studios, commercial developments 
along Ventura Boulevard, and nearby residential subdivisions. The first subdivision of the 
Studio City development, Maxwell Terrace, opened at Ventura Boulevard and Laurel 
Canyon Boulevard. Sennet became Revolution Studios, home to some of the leading 
Hollywood stars of the era: Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, and John Wayne (Roderick 2001, 
89; Pitt & Pitt 1997, 488).

The aviation and defense industry was also vital to the growth of the Valley, especially 
during the periods leading up to and following World War II. By the end of the 1950’s, 
nine of the ten biggest Valley manufacturers served defense contracts, the largest of 
which was Lockheed, which had moved to Burbank from Hollywood in 1938 (Roderick 
2001, 133).

Postwar Suburban Expansion
After the War, the Valley entered a new phase in its development, with its suburban 
neighborhoods widely promoted to returning GI’s and their families. Five years after the 
war, the population of the valley doubled to 402,538 residents. If considered separately 
from the city of Los Angeles, the Valley would have been the ninth largest urban area in 
the United States (Roderick 2001, 122). Migration was largely driven by a booming 
postwar economy, led by the defense industry that provided thousands of new jobs in 
aviation (Hise 1997, 8).

Considerable effort was given, both through government policy and private market 
efforts, to meet the demand for new housing that this massive workforce required (Hise 
1997, 8). The goal was to provide ownership opportunities to all employed workers who 
had previously been unable to afford homes, though restrictive covenants in most new 
suburban subdivisions limited their availability to non-whites (Hise 1997, 7). This era 
marked the beginning of large-scale standardized practices now typical of suburban 
development, where developers would both subdivide as well as build homes, rather than 
sell lots to small scale builders (Hise, 1997, 136). Individual developers offered entire 
neighborhoods of small homes with just slight variations on floor plans and exterior 
treatments to conserve cost (Roderick 2001, 126). Federal mortgage guarantees through 
the Federal Housing Administration encouraged lenders to offer loans that made 
homeownership attainable to young middle-class—or approaching middle-class— 
families by dramatically lengthening repayment periods and decreasing required down 
payments (Hise 1997, 40).

Communities were designed and built to be complete neighborhoods, with schools, 
churches, shopping centers and parks located within a close drive of residential streets. 
Typically, subdivisions were also located near important industrial employment centers,
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such as the concentration of defense contractors in the Valley (Hise 1997, 187). 
Neighborhoods were promoted for their balance of work and recreation opportunities that 
had previously been unavailable to the average middle-class citizen. Homes, though 
small, were outfitted with appliances that provided the convenience of modern life at a 
reasonable price. Small backyards provided open space for children’s play, barbeques, 
and other informal gatherings.

This era marked the crowning of the automobile as the primary means of transportation 
within the Los Angeles region. The Cahuenga Pass was upgraded to freeway status in 
1947 and connected with the Ventura Freeway in 1960, completing a freeway spine 
through the valley. The San Diego freeway was finished in 1962, providing a link through 
the Sepulveda Pass to the West Side of the City of Los Angeles (Roderick 2001, 136). 
High capacity arterial roads lined with commercial development connected new 
residential subdivisions with the freeways. What had been a primary regional 
transportation link, the electric trolley, ceased operation in the Valley on December 29, 
1952 (Roderick 2001, 123).

Weddington Family
The history of the Weddington Golf & Tennis Club parcel is a rarity in Los Angeles, for 
it has been owned by the same family continuously since the 1890s. The Weddingtons 
were originally from Iowa, but like many Iowans and other Midwesterners, the family 
moved to the Los Angeles region to try their hand at farming in the balmy climate of 
Southern California. Wilson Weddington, formerly a sheriff in Iowa, visited the region in 
1890 with his wife Mary and two sons Fred and Guy. Soon after, he purchased his ranch 
in the newly formed town of Toluca for $60 per acre. nitially, Weddington operated a 
sheep farm, but then switched to wheat and then casaba melons before stopping 
agricultural operations as Studio City became developed. The Weddingtons were pillars 
of their community, operating the Toluca post office out of their home until it moved to 
the family’s general store in 1894 (“Weddington House/Toluca Post Office,” 1894).
Other family businesses included the Bonner fruit cannery, which Guy bought out in 
1907 (“Bonner Fruit Drying Co. Workers, circa 1900,” n.d.). The Weddingtons were also 
influential in major developments in the Valley: Fred Weddington helped negotiate with 
Henry Fluntington to bring the Pacific Electric Red Car to the Valley in 1911. Wilson 
Weddington was president of the area chamber of commerce between 1927-1929.

McCallister Family
Golf is something of a calling in the McCallister family. The McCallisters owned and 
operated what was known as the Studio City Golf & Tennis Club (leasing the property 
from the Weddingtons) from the time that George McCallister, Sr. purchased the business 
from Joe Kirkwood, Jr. in 1958 until June of 2007. McCallister Sr. was an avid golfer and 
member of the Wilshire Country Club, and an investor in sporting goods and real estate. 
George McCallister Sr.’s brother invented the first golf glove, which he had initially 
designed for fighter pilots when he was stationed with the Air Force in Illinois. In 
addition to operating the course, McCallister Sr. provided a forum for people to learn the 
game, offering individual golf instruction, as well as group swing lessons where an 
instructor demonstrated from a dais. McCallister Sr. was influential in lobbying the Los 
Angeles city schools to incorporate his form of golf instruction into physical education 
programs. George McCallister Jr. started working at the course when he was twelve. His 
brother John later brought him on to refurbish the course. McCallister Jr. became 
manager in 1993, and his brother John left to become a golf course designer. The younger
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McCallister brothers also were partners in a live music club called Axiom in San 
Clemente (George McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

Recreation
Golf
Originally a Scottish game, golf came to the United States at the end of the 19th Century. 
Few Americans golfed in the early 1890s, but by 1930, the popularity of the sport had 
grown significantly, with 2.25 million Americans playing the game (Schackelford 1999, 
2). The number of courses in the United States increased from 742 in 1896 to 5,691 by 
1930, producing most of the nation’s great courses between 1920-1930 (Schackelford 
1999, 2-3).

Southern California was home to some of the first golf courses in the state. The first, on 
Catalina Island, was built in 1892, followed by courses in Pasadena and Riverside in 
1894, Santa Monica in 1896, and Los Angeles in 1897 (Pitt & Pitt 1997, 177). The 
Valley’s first grass golf club, The Hollywood Country Club, opened in 1922, located 
south of Ventura Blvd. at Coldwater Canyon. The course was the centerpiece in an 
upscale residential subdivision and was primarily used as an amenity to sell the 
development. The club eventually went defunct, and the course became the campus for 
the Harvard Boys Preparatory School.

For much of these founding years, golf was largely an elitist game, played by those able 
to afford memberships in expensive private country clubs. The sport was also an amateur 
game, as professional tournaments and tours had yet to become of primary importance to 
national golf organizations like the USGA (Barkow 2000, 55). The economic contraction 
during the Depression, and the rationing required during the war years of the 1940s, 
further limited golf s availability to those with lesser means. Golf remained an elite 
pastime, popular with Hollywood celebrities who frequented country clubs such as 
Lakeside in Toluca Lake (Roderick 2001, 97-98). However, two important changes 
altered this elite face of golf: rapid suburbanization with its attendant rise in middle-class 
home ownership in the post war era, and the televising of golf tournaments and the 
prominence of media-conscious players that greatly increased the sport’s profile and 
audience.

The suburbanization of the middle class and the boom in affordable home and automobile 
ownership enabled larger populations to live near golf courses, and the car provided the 
necessary mobility to get them there. The economic expansion and corresponding 
optimism of the 1950s was a contrast to the dimmer Depression and war years, and golf, 
as a representative of “the good life” and upward mobility, likely attracted many in the 
middle-class who had been unable to play the game before (Barkow 2000, 82).

Perhaps even more important than the spread of home and automobile ownership was the 
solidification of television as the primary source for entertainment and information for 
most Americans. This provided a vehicle that enabled golf, a sport poorly suited for live 
viewing because of its slow pace and spread of action across a large course, to reach a 
wide audience (Barkow 2000, 82). While tournaments such as the Masters were well- 
respected in golf circles, the average American was not particularly engaged, but this 
changed after the first broadcast of the tournament in 1956 (Barkow, 2000, 90). Major 
golf tournaments became televised, and with network advertisement revenue increasing, 
both prize money for players and fees to golf organizations and clubs soared. The 
television market also enabled the promotion of mass-produced golf equipment, clothing,
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and accessories that further cemented the game as a middle-class pastime. The increasing 
presence of television in golf competition brought about a new type of golfer, best
typified by Arnold Palmer: a dynamic, exciting player who, through his media savvy, 
became the sport’s first superstar (Barkow, 2000, 128).

As the popularity of golf dramatically increased, the number of municipal courses and 
other courses open to the public (rather than member-only institutions) also increased to 
serve this growing demand.

Tennis
The popular history of tennis, like golf, is that of a sport with an elitist association that 
moved into the mainstream. What had been played at exclusive country clubs became 
available to many in municipal parks for nominal fees or for free. During the peak of the 
popularity of tennis in 1978, in reflection of the sport’s democratization, the United States 
Tennis Association moved the location for the U.S. Open from the private West Side 
Tennis Club to a complex in the public Flushing Meadows Park in the New York City 
Borough of Queens (“Tennis,” n.d.). Like golf, tennis has enjoyed increased popularity 
through the televising of major tournaments, and the cultivation of top players into high 
profile colorful media celebrities, such as Jimmy Connors and John McEnroe in the 
1970s and 1980s.

Because the peak popularity of tennis falls under the 50-year threshold for significance, 
the history of tennis plays a smaller role in the historic context of the Weddington Golf 
and Tennis Club and therefore has been kept to a minimum in this analysis.

Property Typology of the Community Golf Course
The Weddington Golf Course is characteristic of the small courses that became popular 
nationwide in the 1950s. A book published by the National Golf Foundation, Inc. of 
Chicago is helpful in identifying the elements of such courses. Entitled Municipal Golf 
Course Organizing and Operating Guide, it was written for public courses. While 
Weddington Golf Course was and is a private facility, it shares many qualities with 
municipal courses in its public accessibility and community orientation.

The combination of greenery, open spaces, social outlets, and community recreation 
provided by golf courses were valued in the 1950s. While some courses were carved out 
of wooded areas and some, like Weddington Golf Course, were on “leftover” pieces of 
land in already-developed areas, golf courses were considered a valuable use of land that 
still allowed for the open spaces that were rapidly disappearing as urban and suburban 
landscapes developed. An 18-hole golf course needed to be three miles long and one 
hundred yards wide, but “this ribbon of grass can be tied in bowknots, twisted into any 
desired shape, (or) laid in bits” (National Golf Foundation, Inc., 1955, 6). Golf was 
commonly combined with other recreational facilities such as swimming pools, or in the 
case of Studio City (though not until twenty years later), tennis.

Photographs of local golf courses in the Guide are easily recognizable as the same genre 
of facility as the Weddington Golf Course. The smaller clubhouses that are pictured show 
that these buildings, like that at Studio City, were often patterned on the residences in 
their suburban settings in both their scale and their style and materials. The L-shaped 
lunch counter and the knotty pine interior of the pro shops pictured show how this facility 
met the profile of a mid-1950s community golf center.
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Aside from the course itself, the pro shop and the coffee shop or grill were important 
elements of a golf facility in the period. For the latter, the suburban location of the 
courses and the nature of the land use meant that patrons would stay at the facility for 
hours, and would need a place to eat on site. The pro shop was also essential to enabling 
people to learn to play and become equipped for the game. The Municipal Golf Course 
guide notes:

Practically all municipal golf operators recognize the value of a good 
golf professional to their overall operations. They also recognize the 
value of a good cup of coffee or a good plate of food. Both of these 
special services are, in the mind of the golfer, yardsticks by which he 
will measure the entire facility. They build or tear down golfer relations.

The Weddington Golf Course represents the essential characteristics of this property type 
from the period. It has high associative value and very effectively communicates the 
character and feeling of a local community golf course of the post-war era.

Clubhouse Architect William Bray, AIA
William M. Bray, AIA practiced architecture in Southern California for over sixty years, 
with an office located in Encino. Aspects of Bray’s residential designs were periodically 
featured in the home decor columns in the Los Angeles Times throughout the 1950s and 
1960s. Bray was responsible for two of the residential designs for the Aladowney Homes 
subdivision in Downey (1951) and Brighton Hills in Montebello (1961), where he 
employed the popular Ranch style. He also designed a retirement community in Palm 
Desert called “Palm City” (Los Angeles Times, 7/29/1951; 7/21/1961).

In 1994, Bray was awarded a lifetime achievement award from the San Fernando Valley 
chapter of the American Institute of Architects. His son and business partner, Roger W. 
Bray, AIA, continues the practice today as William M. Bray, AIA, Architect & 
Associates (WMBA).

Site History
This site formed part of the vast territory in the San Fernando Valley that Pio Pico sold to 
Isaac Lankershim in 1869. Because of the timing of the parcel’s purchase by the 
Weddingtons in 1890, it may have been a portion of the lands subdivided by James 
Lankershim. Wilson Weddington operated a sheep farm on the site, but then switched to 
wheat and, later, casaba melons (“Sheep ranch, circa late 1800s,” n.d.). The Toluca post 
office operated out of the Weddington home until it moved to the family’s general store 
in 1894. In 1927 the river portion of the parcel was dedicated to Municipal Improvement 
District #61 for the development of a flood control system. The river was lined with 
concrete during the late 1940’s.

In the 1950s, the Weddingtons agreed to enter into a 50-year lease agreement with Joe 
Kirkwood, Jr. to develop the site as a golf course. Kirkwood, famous for his role as the 
boxer Joe Palooka in eleven films and a television series, was also a professional on the 
PGA tour, along with his father, Joe Kirkwood, Sr., a famous trick-shot golfer (George 
McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007). Kirkwood modeled the course 
on par 3 holes from famous golf courses, including the 7th Hole from Pebble Beach, the 
15th Hole from Cypress Point, and three holes from Augusta (Curtis, 1955). At the 9-hole 
course, Kirkwood also built a golf shop and clubhouse with a snack bar. Though the 
course would have appealed to golf history buffs, it proved too challenging for most
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average players, who also knew little about the history of the game. Because Kirkwood’s 
Golf Center was essentially a neighborhood course, the difficulty of play limited its draw, 
and it went bankrupt (George McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

In 1957, Kirkwood, Jr. sold an option to the course to George McCallister, Sr., a golfer 
and investor in sporting goods and real estate, and his partner and fellow Wilshire 
Country Club member, Art Andersen, founder of Western Freight and an industrial real 
estate investor. Along with his groundskeeper Zeke Avila, McCallister Sr. redesigned the 
course to make play easier—filling in the water and sand traps, and rebuilding the 
greens—ensuring that the course would be more accessible to players from the 
neighborhood. McCallister Sr. also provided a forum for people to learn the game, 
offering individual golf lessons, as well as group swing classes where an instructor 
demonstrated from a stage. Golf lessons were promoted in local newspapers, and 
McCallister Sr. was influential in lobbying the Los Angeles city schools to incorporate 
his form of golf instruction into physical education programs. The Studio City Golf 
Course, as it was then called, was frequented by film studio workers who lived in the 
area. While most private clubs were prohibitively expensive for the middle class, the 
Studio City course, though private, was open to the public at a reasonable price, so was 
positioned to take advantage of the growing popularity of golf in the 1960s following the 
televising of the PGA Tour and the stardom of Arnold Palmer (George McCallister, Jr., 
personal communication, 29 May 2007).

In 1966, McCallister Sr. replaced the maintenance building with a larger structure and 
built an enclosure at the driving range, creating 10 sheltered tees. Construction on the 
tennis courts began in 1974 spurred on by the interest in tennis of McCallister’s partner, 
Art Andersen. Andersen had built a court at his house which proved to be a popular 
amongst his friends and family. Recognizing a market need, Andersen and McCallister 
Sr. shortened and slightly repositioned the 5th and 6th tees to accommodate the 
construction of five tennis courts. Later, the width of the driving range was reduced to 
make room for an additional fifteen courts. Four were recently dismantled to 
accommodate the new Los Angeles City fi re station (George McCallister, Jr., personal 
communication, 29 May 2007).

The Weddington Golf Course has been operated by the McCallister family since 1958, 
initially by George McCallister Sr., and later by his sons John and then George Jr. when 
McCallister Sr. passed away in 1990. Having managed another family course in Pomona, 
and developed a remodeling business, George McCallister, Jr. was brought on by his 
brother John to refurbish the course. McCallister Jr. became manager in 1993, and his 
brother John left to become a golf course designer. Groundskeeping has also been passed 
to a new generation: Zeke Avila Jr. is the chief groundskeeper for the course (George 
McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

Most of the trees on site were planted during or following the development of the golf 
course, but a row of Eucalyptus trees along Valley Spring Lane predates the course. In 
the 1960’s, the McCallisters entered the tree nursery business, planting small palm trees 
in pots with an eye towards future revenue streams. Eventually, rather than being sold, 
the palm trees were planted on the grounds of the course. Including the palms, there are 
over 400 trees of at least 30 years of age per a tree inventory conducted on the site.
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CURRENT PHOTOGRAPHS OF CLUB HOUSE, 
DRIVING RANGE AND GOLF COURSE
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Primary Photo 1: Putting Green and Clubhouse—East elevation (June 2020)

Note, contemporary photos were taken from the same vantage points as the photos in the 2012 ARG report.
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Primary Photo 2: View of Original 1956 Golf Ball Standards from driving range (June 2020)
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Zone Variance 
Asked for Golf 
Recreation Center
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Eld
An application has been 

filed with Huber E. Smutz, 
City Zoning Administrator, by 
Joe Kirkwood Jr. for a zone 
variance to permit use of 
property at 4141 Whitse’tt 
Ave., Studio City, as a private
ly operated recreation center 
consisting of a golf driving 
range and a nine-hole pitch- 
and-putt golf course.

A hearing will be conducted 
April 14.
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orIN THE SWING—Gene Littler fees off in defense of his Montebello Open golf title 
Thursdoy, The 25-year-old stor lost year tied the tournament record of 200 strokes.
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GOLF WITH LUNCHEON
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E Jim* Kirkwood Jr. demniwlratrs golfing technique for 
fellow member* of Studio City Notary Club and 
jjuest, Fred Wcddington, second from left. North 

ii Hollywood Rotary member, after luncheon at Kirk
wood’* driving ranfic. Getting poinlrr* are Paul 

' Allen, left, president of Studio Ciiy Club, and actor ^ 
5 Richard Arlen.—Valley Time* photo.
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GOLFAGRAPHS .

Joe Kirkwood Course Will Be Opened Today
BY CHAKt.ESCt-'STlS Regional qualifying for tbe'wedg* (hoi for in eaglei Count t M?nJt Amateur Clwov 

Je* Kirkwood’* nine-bolt National Open lake* on new deuce On [tie Tth the other pkmahlii Miy KUT, t 
course on Will Inert Av*. in nJjtn I fie* nee thll year betiil« <1* y It was the second time mida! pljy evmi »LUi huxlleap 
XOrth I lolly wood (near Yen- of the caliber of the player* in six month* ho aceom- dlfht pr-im , , . TFili Is ih* 
■«« T?lvd and ColdwaiAr who mu it go through Ihe pilthad that feat. Fte his also w«* «( Uw nm’-iaL CYasens Cup 
ranvonl will to openedihl* }<*"■ Ljj^iwrvmlor On *?«** *£
afternoon with a celebrity champ In recently . . , Iflrtli ilnlitr- jnvIlalhHMl*. Quauiylm vmv-
tournament tor (he beneAl of IMG. 1* not on the exempt ally a annual "200Club tour, riufle* Thursday, with a tailM 
the Women> Adoption Inter-1J*t (limited to Ihe Iasi five namenl will be held on the dinner th(t nlsht Lh plac» of 
national Fund champs, the 10 law scorers school1* copra* Saturday ... ihe previous CttfeUa iurtJen.
' Usuri* Luitonl b» lined I— “J ■ <*«!> . F.Urr Fjilee & !™h 5¥fr
up a top Held nl Hollywood : ■ ■ Oene LiUler and Jerry Donild fllguehl aeed the 20R div, SnmnLav ahd Sondir . .. 
personalities wbq "'ll! play Ba rber likewise Will ha v* to yarrl Slh « fir's Rmucnh1 ' 
art I he short course beein- qualify ■ ■ . Thu* the local course. Hfchsrt Davit bajsjni. 
MlwSjGSStoSSi?". * Hilktert June * ™-a 
be one dollar, with all puss «uld l* qw te * lu«l* if all Vn'lough 4 p.u, »i >»- 
proceeds going to the 1A AIFs. 111V "Fr,e -■ - nlviru] course*. Uil I Sellnr*
who use receipts fir their Shirley of The 1 ime* v.«d a brassl* for hu wcond 
actlvlliea to And home* for -'iE»rt* department in think, shot on Hie tip-yard 2nd at
orphaned child™ who* £« of Monte Z
parents were losl in wartime ”•* anH,t Of MOllfe- tlVjard 19th ai WIIhul And

The course I* part Of a belto. tv hen he holed out a jB me cup they went" . . .

*2,200,000 sports center civ-.............................. Pnmnui country Club hckL-
ering « acres. The driving HtJrratd SpiltfifS Win “mr"1 inmL,i lj“ 
range was opened earlier. . WEST POINT, K.Y., May 

113 (ft—Harvard, a weak tis- 
Top name* In action will ter since I1HT, Hexed It* mus. 

include Mickey Rooney, Fhf] elm today hnd won th* hep- l m VI I t-ra*-- 
Harris, Bob Hope, (lordon tagonal inch and field chain- —*** “ * s-dMiMi 
MaeRat. Adolph Menjop, piwwhip in an upset with
Dennis - Morgan, Dennis O'- 13 1-10 point*._____________
Keefe, tien. Omar Bradley,

- Jimmy McLamln and Hoagy 
.Carmichael. '
i Southern California qual
ifying for the National Public 

, Links Championship will he 
r June IT *1 Brwlcside. The 
g entry deadline Is June 1 . . . 

g Tommy Jacolvj, the Mont*.
* hello whir, is representing 

Clock OC this year and hence 
o ineligible for public lints 
h play. Hb will ploy in some of 

'he major championships

r
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SALES MANAGER

tr B,
■■

x. r.p.
sum riUDnll itmtt

‘WANTED

PHARMACISTNiniti trt ActLsn

hi«»H¥ >« 
P*T' Wlifl

Hi* ml U« tUk^ml VdIWt mm4 
iOX I-II-OA, riMI|r flvlffif

*

Sister,

Y2U never /ioc/
if so mildl

il

If

i- I’l no 1 Ih * ThbriB-UUkiMl .
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MU£Y MOS raoi/c AT JOE KIRKWOOD'S CLAMBAKE
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nrvd a M Vi lulr 
pur Sd. — Valley

Calf Cril .1 Joe KiiVwimh 
Big Jim Kmipf or 
Lee shol oii*ii til
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tfrdiy'i first annual pro-amateur golf lour-
___  ___ Aytri, r
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Lease for Land
Studio City Golf Course 

Inc. will pay the county 
$170 a month through Jan. 
31, 1978, for the use of 
about 2V% acres of flood 
control land under a lease 
approved by county super
visors. The land is on the 
north side of the Los An
geles River extending 
from the west side of 
Whitsett Ave. to the east 
side of Bel la ire Ave.
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GOLF YOUR BAG?

Valley Has Many Golf Courses
If golfing is your bag, the San PfTnun- 

<lo Valley and its surrounding areas 
alxmutl with golf loui-hos. The following 
guide to local links gives both private 
and public courses and their features.

El Caballero Country Club, 18300 Tar- 
zana Drive, Tarzana, 34fi-277Q. private 
club, members only. 18-hole par 72 
course.

Griffith Part Golf Courses, 4730 Crys
tal Springs Drive, 663-230ii. public 
course, 18-hole 72 par and 18-hole par 71 
courses.

In the Valley
Bracmar Country Club. 4001 Reseda 

Blvd.. Tariana. 340-6520. private club, 
memljors only, 18-hole par 70, 18-hnle 
jiiir 71.0-hole par 27 courses.

•
Calabasts Park Country Club. 4513 N. 

Park Ehtipda, Calabasas, 881-8811. pri
vate club, members only, 18-hote par 72 
coursc.

Hausen Dam Golf. 10400 Clcnoaks 
Blvd- Pacoima. 890 2200. public course. 
18-hnle par 72 course.

t
Knoll wood Golf Course. 12040 Balboa 

Blvd.. Granada Hills. 363-8161, public 
course. 18-holc par 72 course.

*
Lakeside Golf Course, 4201 Clybourne 

Ave.. Xorth Hollywood, private club.
. Please Turn to Page 8, Col. I

*
DcittU Golf Course. luOO Walnut Ave,. 

Burbank. 84o-5052. public course. 18-hole 
71 par and 9-hole par 27 courses.

)2i
t/ I

O- S"V
1/ \

)

// r i * - * J* i* I
0t .V oj TT*
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I Golf Your Bag! 

5 Valley Has 

Many Courses

Many Zips M.
m CO^S in tktU,

(.onlimied Treem Till P*ft 
rofcfufctn wily, 18-tote par 70 course.

i
Porter VaUry Cbm toy Ouh, Iffllfi 

Sinj[in(5 Hills ifcrkvt. Uorthfidji, 
SW-TffM. pm'ite dub. members Only. 
lA-hefc far TO count.•

Hflitorf GeH Cbune. S3S0I EhdnlUf 
Art-. Syimlr. 3^7*8092. pnva'.e ebb. 
tijjrti to puliir by rrsrrvalimi. 9-bdr fsir

li
Ci-iAV,*I>hNfllll

RIW
fiM

J iSi'iuImuj Gull Cflta*. ]eH2t Hurtunk 
BW. ht* HUH!, i.ji lc nm. 
IS-hoip par 72 and I fl-bcte par TO muraei

IIHlI

Studio City Golf Course. 4141 Whitsctt 
Ave.. Studio City. 761-325G. private 
course, open to public by reservation, 9

27 course

«*■
A*MV*-HLL*I,'hole par tlHCfttA

t Van Kuyi Golf Course, 6&50 Odessa 
Avt,. Van Nuya, 785-8871. pnvate 
cra^ir. open to pUHfa: by rrstTvatwo, lfi> 
Me par 5§ and 3-hoit par 30 course*•

^ Verdups HUh Golf Course. 64^3 U 
Q TUiU CirtyOn KCud. Tuurtfj. 3523LBI. 
Iu private course, open to pubbe by 
£ vitiopL Ifl-fcnt* per S4 course.

B WLndlmd HJk On-nry Put JH» 
Durrfti Rotf. TlT I&JL, pnviii l__ 
wmhm erly, lJUwlr par 72 rfnirw

SERVED BY 13 POST OFFICES- Mir,? ■:
ore 13 seporoie Pott Of fleet, wlh

Sl-uAu Gdd Cwnt. 9W Xadcra El»d. 
Sim* Valley. (AOS) AfeMSI, public 
mu nr. 5-holr par 27 rrairar.■J

*il
Sunset HjIU Counky Chib, 4|» FHw. 

R0*d. TtouHfrf OafcL 18001 495 S454, 
pelvite «unt, open to public by rs*r- 
vartinn. lA-hole. jur 59 course.

*
Wt Avemr Uuir Cane, 18400 

5. Enebw. publle course, IS-VkifflT 
hole pv 7? course. »

Viktwu Golf C«we. 273» Twn*y 
Rend. ViM 3654341. prlvsce course, 
ojrm In pub!if hy rrwrvaLkm. lA-holeIn Adjacent Areas

Frimfy Valky Country 
Avenue of Ito QiJu, ,Ni 
£>2-5223, pm Jtf dub, rr.rmhr-M «rilV, 
IH-hdr par 54 and M pir 2$ courses,ft

llMley Cimini Uuir uml Oxrntry Chib. 
29007 Hailey RotdL SaUffUf, (805) 
S3MS&1. private dub. 
reservation, lS-hnlc per

par 73cmne
Club, 19941

ewhall. I BOA) Vwa Valencia Golf Course. 24K» Tre
vino Drivr, Valmna, 3K5-XQ2. pnvate 
course, «ptn to public by tefiAfvabwi. 11- 
tofefttH u>d9-tok par 27 counts-

*
open to publir hy 
TOwurse.

LAkr Lindma Cwtry Club, S719 Ukc 
rjndew twve, Ajccura, 999-i'istfL private 

1 dub. fptn to public by rrarvariinn, A
* totejUrEmunr

Wert lake N Ranch Golf Course, GW 
[jkeview C-inywi Cnve. WeKMse Vlk 
Lage. 853-942L. pnvate dub, mraihm 
only. iSnhde par 72 course.•

Wwaiilce Villa* Golf Csune, 4112 
Ldkrvw Canyon ReshI, Wrcstlake Vd- 
L(t. 88943770. prlvale course, open, to 
public by Reservation, I8-tofe ptr 67 
course.___________________________

*
lot Rebfct Greena. S9 51 Mm™** 

Kcud. Thuanfl 0phi, S8U290. puWic 
mint. 16-hrie ptr 71 raung.
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Pursuing Los Angeles, circa 1932
I IBO’s Terrv Mason’ uses real locations, not visual effects, to re-create the era
By MiVItBrehuah

r». - ?■. *Perry Mason bin a phone boolh 
getting the crap kicked auL cl him 
bv ii Filly ArtHidde type and sud
denly It's 1952 m Bunker IOJI. Los 
Angeles - urinay asweE be.

In point trf fad U.'s a bright No- 
vemtoer momlpfi hi htoterie down
town Hat1. Pwlrra. awl. tJie sight cir 
modem shipping cnytex rtilh|j£ 
Lhrough Lhc haze id the- HhI iif l > 
AngcJ«0fi ihedriw In riremugh ta 
dispel any dreams or Ume 1 nival 
SLIli on the scL raTHBfJ’s'Ferry Ma
ma," an origin Mary fur lhc fkriaeiul 
defease aitemey starring Matthew 
Rhys. Use riLy's DepreakKHtxa 
pest to distinctly within reach 

H is riigW nnd day," Rhys 
sportlftff Mason's fk« o'dock slisd- 
ow.tan leather jacket-and Entred tic. 
-HOiaftlK period (tewl, earapsring 
It to Lhc tedium of nwlchling eye 
llnisa for green screens, "11 adds to 
your experience nf It in an mv-nn- 
JKlnitK way... Vein cim'L lirip bur he 
ItefTO Uw world you're UvlngiRL" 

Rhys. who consider* h-imsrif 
something ar.*n LA. history huff! if 
ter doing "vast amount* of re
search" rora pro$«i about Grtffltii 
J. GriJTiLh. the mart Iwtiind QfUUll 
Park, knot's it's u “ mighty pain" to 
ijrt Etu' d«*1lS right nnd IsnreiSTtf- 
togbr efforiw-about the results. Efe 
p nines costor Juliet Rylance's abil
ity to gun d SSfo cor engine ami 
taiJb the work of stunt pitots Ln "okl 
biplanea" "inch perfect. " iThe 
sound Of this phrase in Ftbj-a' utaTiys 
disarming 1 Brogue Is enough to 
make you wbh Afuson were Wrfrti. i 

rWe were not gpiag for Iho highly 
jBtyttWd eligbiri tendon of the'3Crt' 
explains ejcccuLlvi! producer Susan 
Downey, half of the Team DoWney 
s'IlIi-^Ih sly Jftrmad with hu>A&isd. 
Robert Downey Jr. In Mid. "We 
wanted to dirty it up."

Combfaied with director and 
’Boardwalk Empire" vet Tim Van 
Patten'S dejiire ta find tlhr look Of 
Lhe series through real-life Jucu- 
LIuilj rdLbct limit visual tJIecli, that 
mi'iint fjjnvu^sinn Southern 
Fomin. to Hind the right nooks, awl. 
crannies.* says-Downey — Cunaril- 
Ira, Santa Faula. Fillmare ruid 1=1- 
moim. to name u Jew. in addition Le
the four Iconic LA. KocOiJoini ior 
cunning stand-Inst detailed below.

USC professor and historical 
ewunittaiu William DevenU. loca
tion manager Jonathan Jansen, 
production designer John Gukl- 
smlth wort aimiv most who 
helped "Perry Mason" capture the 
LA. or yore, say series co-creators 
Rjjlui JocWb and Rod FSLEifCmkL As 
JoneaJokes. They went only whew
people who had been strtpjkngeop-
per had gone.'

t*

m nj]RLi -

§ i «' m r

11 •

/jf

ANGELS FLIGHT, the Bunker HiU IIISUTM.aLnr, i* tjho zey-r.p of the 
tuiimBciitfl ovens of “Furry Mason"; titu dboorory oFa dead infaist.

THE ART c.f LieingOittor in W^t At-.ins. formerly rk-r- Sncdhd 
Church of Chriatv sorrea aj the wriw' Reidiiint Assembly of God.

!
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r 1
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i
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THIS 1BTH CENTURY fannhouse in Thousand Oaks servo ,iS 
Mn»on‘s- Glendwl^ home. The owner Cut tlw crew add ■ rurrwwy.

FTdMAINE TOMMY’S in Lincoln llc-ightj is no more, bsit the- 
above- stand-Ln spuoe wils fomui on ttth St nuct in Son EV-tlro.

ntpr-IiLim juggernaut" sny^ hudori 
ml HMisitrlanL Denrell. B;. the time 
the aeries open a in 1932. he uctea, 
the ssoL'da of WticfcJ WhJ-11 iaubj
UtMJjflalhm thni hnw define the 
Los Aitfielrs lundwiipr Jwj al
ready IfcMb p:-snled by 111* emer- 
rgejice -nf the uulomdbife and the-tut- 
L: i b I Lsl u i k- i it of the t m lie y ayste m.

For Joatc/i. ilils bartdiroj> pro 
rfflet? one of tlw series" key themes 
— a sense of dUHtUHL "Wlieri 
[Pwryl waa out there ptaylfig as a 
boy. thcrtT^+5.000people their, and 
by the tune ["Furry Mason“| buguia 
iltece's L3 million." he s^ye. And 
Perry's not alow: Both Rylance's 
Delia Street, as animapotofleoraliy 
BOdeni woman working In a law 
Jinn, and CfirtsChalk's Paul Brake. 
* Block pohee omr#Y m theenrrtipt, 
racist LATD. navigate restrictive 
social mores even as they pursue 
careers that w«ijd pave tradition
ally bueu off limits to them.

As, for PlndlnK. “ .hr I oca Lion far 
this dblocarion? “Go north and ro
wrstr Jonra .sny.s.

Knowing thai The 1930s had 
been need and demolished across 
the City." be conUnujrjs, the “Perry 
Mason" team found a I9th eentuiy 
InnnhfHise In Thousand Oaks and 
persinMted tbr owner to Lrl tbrm 
psit in n rurr*'oiy. It makes literal as 
Rh^w puls IL "the cnepoaehment of 
Uvr nrw LA on th#- otsT — a phe-- 
namenun. fiunliuir to- Angirlcnafi af 
any gcneratiofi.

Sister AJinr is o thinly diihguLsod 
aval or for Aim« SetnpSe McFbtr- 
»ujl the retil-llfe reLigteus leadur 
whose DLteJiuitk<cuiI Oiuivh uf t he 
Fcnimimirr iVi«.prl. rouniir(J In B22 
rind still hr-iidqnnrten'd ln Echo 
Parte, tmergid a* on* of Hi* edy's 
most prominent Invlitul iars* nf Lhe 
‘2'hi and l3ftfiL Aa rko-mdl exp£titou, 
hfcPberson. a master of teduKdogy 
and; Eiop-.iiar medio, eomhuied the 
aLrteal mb list rut si ns. dHarltable 
support and a. orcofikinuitiLy
to appeal to live lonely, destitute or 
oLbemAse dkplacedl. particularly 
those recenU)' Lraiisplamad to the 
etty from tonre-and villages.

“People like Sister Ainvee are 
preaching a tube of gospel tlvat. We 
ean steady your imbedanee.'" he 
soys. “‘The world Is WKieady; 
here’s the sfock.'" Though that 
theme resonates through "Perry 
Mnsou^n-': ■ftyh, rt wa-s MeFhersofft 
use of tecluii q pupu kulzid b> ju- 
dl:i, vjiudirvill<- and. the mmics that 
made the flcLiunul RudLanL Asaem-

UiDugb Sutcr Abor's sermtms *wr 
filmed elsewhere.

'Perry Mason'
AngnU Flight

’ITiC rm*milling fiVflnt Of "Kcrrv 
Miwn’ is the dbw’overyor&rtend In 
rant on Angela Flight. Ih* Bunket 
1 DU Alhlculgr first rjprrvfd on, Drc1.3a. 
11*01 — and. eikncldentully. feuLiirvd 
bi a 1900 epfeod* oI ilM1 Raymond 
Burr originol

SiimTlmi. Ilie ruL'a-ay huk had u 
cheeketed history. After Lhe iveigh- 
borhood uas rcdcvddped out of 
existence as port of the dLy's Bun- 
teerHilll Urban Renewal Project. An
gels Flight doHd In BG9. It Tv- 
opetied In ISdGJust south of Its Initial 
Location, only to be ctaud for ikii» 
years after a ratals cekSeni In 2001; it 
closed aflibb. this tjrn#- for four 
years, after a 2M3 derallmenl that 
resulted In no Injuries.

Though now dewedbj,-many pri
marily aa u touiiat attraction. De- 
verell sir,--: li places ’■Pern.- Miucan“ 
wUlbn a history that‘s burn largely 
decoupled from modem L_A

"RaDroads are Uioven deep Into 
LA-'s^toel^oftakeofr.and Angrls 
Flight is im eccentric little node i.-f 
that." I» says. “Pickup most of our 
hWwsfflfK aodi look underneath them 
nnd a grraL m.»r.yon bem lire I niClej' 
Ibics.*

Whfrft NBQ
When; CJ p.m. Sunday
R.vica: TV-MA (rror^- be unvuilablp
for chJdrc-n unde^ .ige IJ)

... EL captured a lot cf the humor and 
tl» wlldnessorLoa Angeles."

"Wc eoundadauiajad/ as execu
tive- pruducer Anujida Bum-11 de
scribes tlie Location. "It felt like It 
was undlscovered^OfctMirse. there 
were other, ntore labor-intensive 
jnodilkaLloia required to capture 
LA.'s then-busi ling urban core. 
Producers built a H«mn9fc or 
Depresalon-era IvameJess encansp- 
ment. on an empty lot Thcj' shot, 
treated and projected the faux: pe
riod mu vie "Seize the Hay" for an 
curly seen#. And. FLtzffpruld recnliy 
they acttMnnaxJaLCd Lhe ownera of 
thr “ernnkj'* l!K!0s cars used In pro- 
due; km by allowing them to set up 
foWingchairs and obwri-'c

If tbrro’s n fncol point af down
town San Fedro. it s Uw building 
most p^Lst^n#■lJ, maintained in Ita 
Depress I ran-rr* frarm Lhc Wnmrr 
Grand movie puinec. opened In 1$3L 
“You can feel tlic gtinsts in lhat 
piece," E-V.JS-rmJri! says. “I went up 
on the stage, hunguuL In the rigging 
went do«n ta the drrsWig twnts 3
fwnwmt In to Uic healer room to s#-c 
whaL wils lying imciuod "

Step Outside the framu, tbtRigh, 
and modernity comes rushing in; 
Inside, on the day of my set visit, the 
faces of extras in period garb are il- 
liunlruited — ntaby IhrsDurr sarren 
but by Hi# blue light of then sman-
pJlDTtefi-.

Perry Mason's farm
in lhc i LEpO series. Perry'S Glen

dale home is a "Lwi>-cuwdairy Ul an 
nlrporl" InberiEcd firwn his father 
An emblem of im Agrarian region's 
rapid LransfomiaLion lute a "mel-

Plantaiiie Tommy's
"lTvew'a no fighting the march of 

time, buL this Enrich, a rfilh Stiwtln 
San FodrOcoirtesCknO.

(yncclhcprnductsan suhtmeted. 
bike arid fine tames, parking signs 
and painted red curbsL Its collection 
of'JDs nnd. ^0s fbeadrs required re
markably ilttte dPMsIng to make 
way for FccTy'shcat-down Jj^a Hol
lywood si iij or a bite with unsmicir>- 
partner FWc Stricklund tSheu 
wblghfim i at Ptomaine Tommy's 
That renJ-Etre [Jjicaln Hrlghts 
I'stablishmcnl, where lhc chill bur- 
gcr was reputedly Invented In ih# 
BttOs, ckft'Ctalifd with Jones.’ Yh'ocid- 
limd EJills upbringing U> inspire The 
flavor of the scried DTLA substi
tute.

hly an aLLmrllve- harkdrop for so 
imidh of die series' action. Jomca 
says.

“It was like, ■What have nrairs 
don* befet*?' And i don’t turns we
had seen the son of revival spim 
>■011 rend so much about," Ite says.

ii fen like thai wus u Jttlc '.m 
tapped And the Uwatrics thatvi'erc 
Lnvolvrd In Lhc producLMms or thr 
temple. WQ thought was an Interest- 
Lag substitute fbrHoUj'wood."

LJnablr to use Ih# McPherson's 
j\ngelus Tcroptf- ’they’ve done so 
much roncrvutlon you oyuldnl fuicu 
It to look period anymore,” Fitzger
ald says — the production turned 
instead to the former Second 
Church of Christ. Scientist In West 
Adams, constructed, bi ETC. (The 
building is imw owned by the mtcr-
tuUlmud hiLintirii'.arinn iieiiJ nfisra-- 
Uoruil nonproflL Art of 1 jnr.g Ftnm 
cl :l l. iii'ii. i I is ’A-hLte Cliiaakal. Revival 
columns fundkjci as the cXLerkir of 
Lhc Kodoant Awi'mhly, and also 
provided aaue of llw locations for 
churdioiHOesd.e'pljcted In the serLea,

It's a dUTcuent kind or cflidcrwy 
that nlCracted Jones and E-Ttzgrr- 
ndd: narrative-.

“There would te multiple points 
nf ^tew. There would be things to in- 
vusli gate L here. Their would Im-u lot 
of itlstraclluiM," Jones snjs -of ibe 
decision to make Angels Flight the 
scene of the crime. “For a set piece 
that you were trying to do. it gave 
you m fat of runway to ptay with."

“How In the very opening; mo- 
ntemtfi can you set turn- rmd place as 
rfllrtCially nS possible. Awl «Lno In- 
trlgui-T- Filzgeraid suy:i. “Bpcausr 
you’re like, whuE tbc hell is this 
thing? Bid That really exist? Ange- 
Lefimwill fer.’.-rw wtuit it is.but same 
orw In Philadelphia might hat* to 
look It up."

The: Rjidiiuit 
Assembly of God

In its second episode, airing 
Sunday night, ’ Ferry Mason” intro- 
duorsonroftbcseiMran’smost com- 
jwlIlngaiaraetwE; Satw Ab» Me- 
Kcugan iTatlrum Msstany i. a choir-
ihiruiEsr Wiui grill-all wbM clbtLur-
Live hnu'.d of preadung dmws 
hundreds Of congrcganLs, imd 
crjujitleas radiulLsteuen, teller Ra
diant Assemlgy of t3od. “tt^s il hra- 
Uurnh morning in Los Ailgeles," .ihc 
3uy&. dressed, head to tee in wlute.

“I grew up on Tommy burgers,” 
Jones says of the unaffUiated 
Southern California chain that sup
planted Ptomaine Tammy's — in 
tbc€jTsorJkwin«iarsGoM, rolcsfl— 
after ItOlftSOd in H35JL "Erw^'te telk- 
irtgidirauE.u Kcrirs LhaFs real (yalioiiE. 
Lhe birthuf Lai Angefevus im infer- 
natkinal city or national city, and 
not, .like, Fhraraix or samething, it 
was Just kind af Pun Ea Last I, Whig's 
a fast food joint tha fa itiD around?'



Programmatic architecture — The Weddington Golf Ball Standards

H

LOS ANGELES
CONSERVANCY

Preserving the historic places that make L.A. County unique

.. .programmatic architecture, in which the building is fashioned in the shape of a business’s product or 
identity. Coinciding with the rise of automobile use, programmatic architecture or mimetic architecture was 
popularized during the 1920s along roadsides throughout the United States. During this period, the Los Angeles 
area was home to one of the highest concentrations of this architecture style.

U

Some of the Los Angeles’s most notable programmatic buildings included Van De Kamp’s Dutch Bakeries, the 
Big Cone ice cream stands, and the Chili Bowl restaurants because so few examples remain today,

Programmatic architecture is considered a rare resource type. The Chili Bowl in West Los Angeles is one of the 
oldest surviving examples of the style in L.A.”* ( Los Angeles Conservancy website )
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Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 02/26/13
Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass

SurvevLA

Name: Weddington Golf and Tennis

Description:

Private recreational facility consisting of a golf course, driving range, tennis courts, tennis clubhouse, and golf clubhouse. Site 
includes brick wall, mature trees and other landscaping, and light standards designed to look like golf balls.

Significance:

Excellent and rare example of a 1950s recreational facility (golf and tennis club) in Studio City. Built on the former sheep ranch

I l.p.ilii‘1 |
■y| «r£iL|i
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V
Weddington Golf and Tennis
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Context 1:

Public and Private Institutional Development, 1850-1980Context:

Sub context: Private Recreation, 1880-1980

Theme: Private Recreation Facilities, 1880-1980

Sub theme: Tennis Clubs, 1880-1980

Institutional - RecreationProperty type:

Property sub type: Tennis Club

A/1/1Criteria:

■■■I'3®■I lipiiLanil
|| | 41'Clip Nil- vv:

Page 189 of 190 C^TT^h* C »1I

of San Fernando Valley pioneer Wilson C. Weddington. In 1955, Weddington's son Fred, a real estate developer, leased the 
property to actor Joe Kirkwood, who built the golf course. The tennis courts were added in the 1970s. This property is a rare 
remaining example of a recreational landscape in Studio City from this period. The property appears to meet the eligibility 
standards; however, because it is not fully visible from the public right-of-way the evaluation could not be completed.
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Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 02/26/13
Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass
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Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 02/26/13
Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass

SurvevLA
L+l jutMHi M>H|

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3

Excellent example of a 1950s private recreational facility/tennis club in Studio City. The property 
appears to meet the eligibility standards; however, because it is not fully visible from the public right- 
of-way the evaluation could not be completed.

Reason:

Context 2:

Cultural Landscapes, 1875-1980Context:

Sub context: Designed Landscapes, 1875-1980

Theme: Private Recreational Facilities, 1880-1980

Sub theme: Golf Courses, 1880-1980

LandscapeProperty type:

Property sub type: Golf Course

C/3/3Criteria:

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3

Excellent example of a 1950s private recreational facility/golf course in Studio City. The property 
appears to meet the eligibility standards; however, because it is not fully visible from the public right- 
of-way the evaluation could not be completed.

Reason:

1:lipiiLm-1 
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APPLICATION Td CONSTRUCT NEW BUILDING 
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

. CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

1, LEGAL LOf

214
TRACT0LK.BIST, HAP

100-0ZM2 t

tkW 
ann&______ _

RT~ 130
—Balja.CiftR ^ii-r

INSIDE

APPROVED
ohl" \4155 Whitsett

2, BETWEEN cross streets - 

________________ WMfcflBfcb
' ' 'A •K - J

Belial reAND

3i PURPOSE OF ELM.

golf Shop & Club Souse 

Joe Kirkwood, -

KEY
COR, LOT %j%2 14. OWNER ?-.•* gCT, Div. :
REV. COR.

----- , \ , * ,Xj ^PPr.ftot rcarj i
: 4141, V/hit\ett, U.H* / f
" " ' '/ Lfifoa-H.Qrt ""'

* icL- I f
. STATE _

ISIf CB -36»2

T--LOT SIZE 5, OWNER'S ADDRESS

IrroigA,--
RSAa ALLH 6. CENT, ARCH.

A.X.AV/fli. K. Bra;.• i■OWE-ALLEY* 
BLDG. LINE

ht‘
UC. ENGR.

35 * Vftlt se T3ngrg, Ser-y, .Vorp. 

C6L4MAL____<*4ti$TA<>zrteAt \ <3d.
9. SfcE OF NEW BLDG.,** ^ JT Xr

_____________Mkfty ~X jB5__________ STORIES \ ■

AFFIDAVITS *.contractor
UCENSE . - *'

4 *

NUMBER
DL
1

IEA

1 ' 1HEIGHT
SPA 10. MATERIAL OF EXTERIOR WALLS; ^f,M0 □ COHO, BLOCK ■_ V □ **ETAL

D STWCO t'>Xr<r'./DREQ'D,
SPECIFIED

_1
4155 Whitsett jVb.

TO06385VAL1DATI

‘ 40150 ;.Jun« 30*55
TVfF -r GROUP ‘ MAX. OCC,

jg IJ--2. 1 />/?

84 ■ .N06«i
73^

apfro/eo 7_..... .
O&O I>UM j ' 1

APPLICATION CHECKED 

FLANS CHECKED . V,

OIST.
OFFICE ftOG ~8 !<%** *F.I»

w
t I

P.0*&75.C. OF 0. 
ISSUED . i
DWELL.: 
UNITS

11. VALUATION; TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

2.srooo
Mga$

SBF , r *
I certify; Hxac in doing The work Authorized herd)/ 

I will riot employ Arty person in Violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's 
compensation insurance. / /

.Approval

GUEST
ROOMS

. ■*FILE WITH' o

iffRlCTIDNS VERIFIEDCCrNT. INSP.
Heads C*P 
■a,A; .13459

iNED
PIlMfS APPROVEO

ICATION APPROVEDThis Form When Properly Vaiiditad is a Permit to 
Do l(i« Work Described

* >
i

INSTRUCTIONS; JU Apptfcant to Complete Numbered itami.Onfy, rAn jq 
2. Pfot Plan Required on Beck of OrfyinelM^ S 7 /Fern B'l

25
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3 APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

CITY or 105 ANGELES DEPT. PF BUILDING AND SAFETY
1ST. MAP
7347

1.LEGAL LOT ELK. TRACT

2X4 1000 i
I

m 130 »|lmsw
CD15ESS APPROVED I4155 Whltsett

3. BETWEEN CROSS STS.

Whitsett 'A Bell&lre
NEW USE OFBLDpK

AND
4. PRESENT USE OF BLDG. "

Storage _______
: Joe Kirkwood, Jr*

INSIDE

KEY
am. lot ■ tHSHt-sT OWNER

REV. COR.
LOT .SIZEIrreg3C

6, OWNER'S ADDRESS

4Jb4x whit sett, N*H.
y. CERT, ARC!REAR ALLEY , STATE

LICENSE
NUMBER

one
SIDE ALLEY

8, LIC. END.BLDG, LINE STATE
LICENSE
NUMBERNoiie35 WhjLtsstt

ZJ9* CONTRACTOR ’

Owner
AFFIDAVITS ■‘ISTATE

LICENSE
NUMBER

/ /6 '
10. SIZE OF EX, BLDG.BLDG, AREA /

/x Z O HEIGHT________________________________ __________________________________ STORIES
11. MATERIAL EXT. WALLS-. ,;jRt WOOD Q METAL Q CONC. BLOCK

□ STUCCO Q BRICK □ CONCRETE

ROOF CONSTi Q WOOD p STEEL 

___________ □ CONC. □ OTHER

SPRINKLERS
RED'D.
SPECIFIED

3 if
/ 4155 Whitsett VtN*

YN08062VALIDATI /
MAX, OCC.

jgl £-/ SEP 12 1955 VN08062
DIST.
OFFICE Yan-Nuy-a

^ «■5
SSL,

a of o.
ISSUED

12. VALUATION; TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED SLOG.

DWELL.
UNITS

VALUI ,PPi

Jmxxim chewed13. SIZE OF ADDITION, PAHKING 
SPACES None

,4. new w««KfJoveXbl(ig
HEIGHTSTORIES ■**

on
PLANS CHECKEGUEST

ROOMS
EXT, WALLS ROOF

FILE WITH ,

CONT. INSK

2,6/TS-fS-

CORRECTIONS VERIFIEDr^1 certify that in doing the work authorized hereby 
I will not employ any person In violation of the Ijbor 
Code of th&jState of California relating to woji^ten's 
compensation Insur

PLANS

APPLICATION APPMVED

rThl» form whorr proparly VjHeated I, a permit to 
the work described,

INSTRUCTIONS: *■ Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only. 
Required on Back of Original,Form 6-3—75M Sal*—11-54
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3 application TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

CITY OF LOS ANGUES DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
msr. MAP ELK. TRACT1, LEGAL LOT

' 7347 
$3^130* V
K-l-Bal.

214 1000
APPROVED

4165 WhltseU *•=

3. BETWEEN CROSS STS,FIRE OIST.

____Ballaire
NEW US E OF BLDG, ,

Same Jr

AND
4, PRESENT USE OF BLDG,INSIDE

i Golf Shop & glut) HouseiKEY
cor. lotIIU'U 5. OWNER

Joe Kirkwood. Jr
6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

4l4l Whltfeefrt. H.H.REV. MR.
tor size * t

:Irreg* \

7, CERT* ARCH*
Win. M„ Bray A,I.A.

REAR ALLEY STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER 0 1195SIOE ALLEY

78; LIC, ENG, . „

;35' Whit!. Kngrg.. Serfr. Coa?p.

Colonial Const, go. £_

BLDG. LINE STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER OE 3692

AFFIDAVITS STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER

* ■

TO,SIZE OF EX. BLDG. ISLUG,- AREA

' 3100 / X STORIES HEIGHT
□ METAL □ CONC. BLOCK11, MATERIAL EXT. WALLS: Q WOOD ROOF CONST: Q WOOD Q STEEL

n.CONC^qOfflER^ ■
SPRINKLERS 

. RED'D. 
SPECIFIED O STUCCO BMCK n CONCRETE

*. 4155 Whitaett Avenue

*<1

Pm-ns
VALIDATION
.

MAX. GCC.GROUPTYPE

/
* .I-..

/0O NOV ■ 8/1355. t*Van NuysOIST.
OFFICE

.*1

Ac,./ V0C.OF 0. 
.ISSUED J

12. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE *ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BLDG.

J£?0 VA! APPROVED: DWELL, 
UNITS * do *

f Af^f*mmECKEDPARKING
■SPACES

13, SIZE OF ADDITION '

HEIG... STORIES __
14. NEW WORK: &*/**?•/ TV0A/

MATERIAL „ MATERIAL
EXT. WALLS '&/)K________ ROOF___________________

1 certify that Ingoing the work authorized hereby 
I'will not employ ^ny person in violation of the Labor 

• Code of the_State .of California relating to workplan’s 
compensa

X!
■CKIGUEST

ROOMS

:crreCTTonsFILE WITH
1
QONT, INSP. PI 'PROVI

insura
API ION APPROVED

r SIGl L
Jhft form when properly validated t« » permit to 

do tne work described,

instructions) 4. Applicant to Complete Numbered Kami Only.
2, Plot Plan Required on Back of Original.

1
r

k
■SIm B4—73M Sets—11-54
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f- '■ I II II <j) I, I ‘ifftt  I ——
APPLICATION TO CONSTRUCT HEW BUILDING 

AND FOR CERTIFICATE OP OCCUPANCY

■JT

1 DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ahsei.es "
1. LEGAL LOT BLK, TRACT DIST. MAP

214 lOOOj 7347
APPROVE”'

ohl
JOB ADDRESS

H 4155 Whltsett
2. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Whltsett
& riO*'
FIRE Ol

BellalreAND i3, PURPOSE OF BUILDING INS]

Use Of Land - Golf Course & Parking Area
' PHONE ............... •jjfcgTOiru.'4. OWNER

Joe Klrkwodflj Jr. REV, COR.
5, OWNER'S ADDRESS P.O. ZONE LOT SIZE

Irrag.4l4l Whltsett.‘N.H.

Win. t_____Br&3L.t__A, 1, A.___i

Bngrg. Serv. Corp.

STATE LICENSE PRONE6. CERT. ARCH..

w... 0 1195
ST£TE LICENSE PhiOHE
-

7, UC. ENCR. REAR ALLEY\• \r SIDE ALLEY
STAtgj 
_ *

CENSE PHONE#. CONTRACTOR BLDG. LINES-i.

Colonial Const,Qo.. 35* Whltfeetj
AFFIDAVITS ’P,Q. -**, ZONE; 9. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS

F10. SIZE of NEW BLDG. STORIES HEIGHT

1054.74x1219.128 (IKRBG.)
NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

f
ROOFING11. MATERIAL 

EXT. WALLS-
ROOF SPRINKLERS

REQ'D,
SPECIFIED

n WOOD n STEEL 
Q CONC. Q OTHER

□ WOOD n METAL n CONC. BLOCK 
STUCCO g BRICK □ CONCRETE CONST,

ISjX.
DISTRICT OFFICE

“I * 4l5[5 Whltsett > VtN.
CASHIER'S USE ONLYVALW15796 t -

VN15796TYPE GROUP MAX. OCC. JAN -5 1356
C. OF 0. 
ISSUED oTINSPEl IX c?oP.C, 5.P.C.

VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND/ISE PROPOSED BUILDING.

\■ DWELL. 
UNITS

£ LS< JMnJATlON APPROVED PARKING
SPACES .

3
fPPLJQMION CHfAKgP r GUEST

HODMS
i

I certify that In doing the worivauthorteed hereby I will not 
employ any person In violation oLthe Labor Code of the State 
of California relating to workmen's compensayon, Insurance.

PLANS CHECKED FILE WITH

■.CORRECTIONS VERIFIED CONT. INSP. ,., ■
T,

1
PLANS APPROVED, I, rf----- ^------------------------------- ‘

Thlt Form When Properly Validated It a Permit to Do 
the Work Described, APPLICATION APPROVED

iL^rtA
1, Applicant to Complate Numbered (torn* Only.
2, Piet Plan Required an Deck of Original.INSTRUCTIONS:Form B4.
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FtimM •APPLICATION TO ALTER • REPAIR - DEMOLISH 
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY3 DEFT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY .CITY OF LOS ANGELES

1. Applicant t* Camptata Numbtrad Item* Only. 
3, Plot Plan' Raqufiad on Back of Oripinil._____INSTRUCTIONS

ADDRESS APPROVED «
RB

■LK. TRACTLOT1, LEGAL 
DESCR, - -■ 19^371

2. BUILDING ADDRESS .....................

4155 Whltsett Ave.
3, BETWEEN CR055 STREETS

■ i xa?sfe<iasL'ly-
Golf Club House

DJST. MAP' 4 '*t
>'j, i ? ' .r 'ZO: .

Same
AND

- ' .

I ••
INSIDEPHONE :'■/* j , _5, OWNER’S NAME

Oolf.' Cour-Be^-^ 2M1?
4155 Whltsett Ave. Studlff-CltW'.v,

............................. ............... ......... STATE LICENSE PHONE

KEY
t

t * e. ICOH. LOT
tLr ' •*

fREV, COR.
LOT SIZE7, CERT. ARCH,

AcreageSTATE LICENSE PHONE|, LIC. ENGS.

REAR ALLEY iSTATE LICENSE PHONE" 9 CONTRACTOR

Owner
10. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS

SIDE ALLEY
BLDG. LINEZONEP.O.

jUlotz©—__ 
sEHTuFtSTfSTING NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

1 club house
SLOG. AlHEIGHTBLOC. STORIES11. 64x80

3 4155 Whltsett
* q WOOD □ METAL □ CONC. BLOCK HOOF

15 ■7a1
■riHSTRJCT OFFICE?»<• '/hi* V*- M
VNAve. n wood n STta RoonNi sprinklers

LJ ~ ATU„ / REQ’D.
□ OTHE^, f SPECIFIED

*412, MATERIAL
* EXT.-WALLS: □ STUCCO □ BRICK Q CONCRETE

13 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED " 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

tv
CONST. Q

AFFIDAVITS'ED.LUJftTON

$?5Q
/ STORIES

f?
►

rpPLICATlON CHECKED
Piseh*

HEII14 SUE OF ADDITION

' 7'6"yil0'6 ii io
DWELL.
UNITS

PLANS CHICKEDROOFING1 5. NEW WORK: TEXT. WALLS
(Describe! I----------------------------------- -

pood storage room.
I certify that in doing the work authoriied hereby 1 will nyf 

employ any person in viojation of the Labor Code of, the State 
Of California relating to workmen's compensation insurant!^.

SPACES
PARKING

I FI EDCOHRECTIOI

GUEST
ROOMS

fijVEDPI
' i

FILE WITHmON APPROVES

Signed
This Form Whan Proparly Validated I* a Pa 

the Work Paocribad.
t Topn.

INSPECTOR CO NT. INSP.

\g?&>E r I GROUP . MAX. OCC. I EX. j
V/ 1 d--H

c/oo.s.I.F.Type

5X
§_LAJLS889 2 CK 250 

1CK 5.00
$€f*—4-42 5 8 2 3 0 
J£f~4*Z 58231 A

AS
CONS.CHIT.. SOILGOADING— P.C. Ha,
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M r.
i -

BiS‘ F*tm B*3'APPLICATION TO ALTER . REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY3 E

MHIDEPT. OF BUlLBI^G AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ANGELES

CElfSUSTRACf1, Applicant la Complete Numbered Item* Only
2. Plot Plon Required on Back of Original.INSTRUCTIONS:

btST.fAflP;

734?
THSS

] 1
Xk.1. LEGAL 

DESCR.
L01

1943?
2 PRESENT USE OF BUILDING ,

^^Maintenance \.#O0<X)
3, JOB ADOHE5S

4141 Will t sett Ave.

ZONEHEW USE OF BUILDING 

I > n-i-i R-3^J
fire: DI5T-

Demo
M.H.

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

V c n-t-u-pa—AND
r oiifeVigf-SpplBs^awi

Studio City Golf Course Inc
6. OWNER'S IDDSESS

4l4l Irfhitaett Ave,

phSNI
TR 73777 Irr§iifan c

P.0. BOX

Sfcuido City
STATE LICENSE NO, PHONE

ZIP

BEAR ALLEY7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

Miller & Miller Assoc. ; /SIDE ALLEY
STATE LICENSE NO. PHONEIh25 BLDG. LINE8* Whitaetl

AfTtOAVnSSTATE LICENSE NO. PHONE9. CONTRACTOR
owner ZA

h6. OF SlSTISc BUJLC1HGS ON LOT ANN USE

Golf Complex
JVI1I3 HEIGHTTO SITE Of EXISTIHG nitK,

20 x 20 137448'1 mm71 materJaCof
CONSTRUCTION WOOd

EXT. WALLS

wodd
FLUORROOF

alabcomp.
m-BisfmffcTS

3
t J. iQ 3 ADDRESS

4l4l Whltsett- Ave VHKL
13J VALUATION: TO INCLUDE AU FIXED 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE FFOPQSED BUILDING. %

GRADING

l101.00
CKIT, SOIL^4 NEW WORK1*

,D""'KfeW ir^nt-^n^-nn UT^U,
DEI.H!

fOlO_________________________________________

st^BL.g mjc-
W SPRINKLERS VALUjCT9N;

REQ'O 
SPECIFIED

STORIESIK HEIGHT

/
cm.'ED TTVPE _ » —

BLCG. AREA * liefi
S^abik

!oMAX. OCC. TOTAL

PLANS^A^driBSPACES ' REQ-Q 'PROVIDED 
PARKING

RLE WITHGUEST
ROOMS

dMeu.
UNITS

Yrtspecfoft"GQNT. JNSP. PROVEDAPPLIP.C. No.

S.P.C. TYPIST0.5.

/JZ2
G.P.I. B.P.2.00P.C*

/ sne

SEf-Z-66 2.003 84 48 CaVN• 4616 N 1

-STATEMENT *0F RESPONSIBILITY

I certify that in doing Iho work authorized hereby I will not employ any person In violation of the Labor 
Code of the Stole of Californio relating to Workmen's compensation Insurance.

"This permit Is on application for ins peel ran. the issuance of which is not or 
izctlon of the work specified heroin. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure lo comply with cny oppllcoble law. Neither the City 

nor any boord, department, officer or employee thereof moke any warranty or sholl be
rk described herein, or the condition of the property .* 
(Sea See. 91.0202 LAM.CJ

approval or on oulhor- 
r snal) It be construed

of Los Angel
responsible ft^C performance or Jesuits offTtn 
or soil ch such fan

DoteSfgm Name
SB

ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

ORtVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED TOR ISSUE
HUE#____________Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing
APPROVED UNDER 
CASE »________Planning
APPROVED (TITLE tt) IFire (L. AM. 1,-5700)

APPROVED FOR
Traffic '1 (

A ’► ■"
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*
k

1
APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION OF NEW BUILDING 

AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
A&5 3J—for. J-M 

m ANDCITY Or LOS ANGELES DEPT. OF BUILD SAFETY

1. Applicant le Complete Numbered Items Only
2. Plot Plan Required on Bock of Original.

CENSUS TRACT
IMiTBUCTIONS:

BLK, rwcr1. LEGAL 
DEM*.

LOT DIST. MAP
19437 1MLi

P=4£r^l
2* PURPOSE OF BUILDING '

.__  &3 >iaalntenance building
a. JOB ADDRESS

&& cMSWiflBfti; flVB-
~s. MUU, 5prlns^Ua^

__ George WcQalllater
TA RlvetiPHONE LOfUIi3

?, 0 KM -■ i :6. OWIJEB'5 AliDRFSS
Studio city

STATE UCENSThT pSBSI

■ KBD 566 714-LA 63
STATE- LiCENS£ NIJ. PHONE

4l4l Whltsett Ave.
■7, ARCHITECT OR DES'GNER

Miller & Miller Assoc.
S. ENCIHEER

rear "a ll ey

AFFIDAVITS
____^OR. 816^5
E NO. PHONE

_|^f„Eccalle
5 SEETE l!l

dg. ii ^ «a.o10.

U. MATERIAL DF 
CONSTRUCTION

EXT. WALLS ROOF *. FLOOR

shake - centswftod siding 

Ave.
. JOB ADDRESS

4l4l Whltsett
■. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL

12 DISTRICT OFFICE

Utu.Pi
GRADING ^ Qrsr FIXED

J 15/, 800EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPER
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

- T •
£

' CHIT, SOIL

1 1 of a TV 24.100 /____ifi DEO. ^VALUATION APPROVEDPURPOSE OF’BUILDING . , \

MAX. OCC, /

MJGHW

PLANS.CHECXEOlSTORIESTYPE GROUP FLOOD

>6^8LDG. AREA TOTAL APPRI
/n -7rIQ'oDWELT.

UNITS
GUEST
ROMIS^^gJ-

SPACE5
PARKING

IDED APPROVED

SPRINKLERS 
RED'D ■ 

.SPECIFIED
JNtjltlE- j) FJLE

\
INSPECTORP.C. No.

G.P.I.

IZ
10.5.S.P.C. B.P. C/0 rrpsrP.C.

------dll-i -66 3 4 3 4 8 E •
SEK-2H6 4 884 1 C *33635 IK

H — 2 CK 61.43
1CK 65.20

Sj

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
1

l certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ ony person in violation of rhe Labor 
Cade of the State of Californio relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

"This permit Is on application for inspection, the issuance of which is not on approval or an author
isation of the work soecified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles^aae^gny board, deportment, officer or employee thereof make any warranty or shall be ’ 
rJ#£portsij>l«'"fOf the perftJnjnorica err results oF any work described herein, or the condition of the property 

upon which suchjropft isjtfefrotrrved." (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.Oior

I ADDRESS APPROVED

Signed Date

J/xP.SehuaterBureau of Engineering

TiOT wtiuai 

DRIVEWAY APPROVED r
GHWAV DEDICATION

rf.VP
HIGHWAY 0

FLOOD CL

GUI RED && LUTED
INCE APPROVED

APPROVED FDR ISSUE 
FILE#___________Conservation

<pk* s-/£c£PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVED ' * ~Plumbing

APPROVED UNDER 
.CASE#

lPlanning - 1
_ -ApROVED tTITLE’igj 

* '(LA,M.C,-S700> ‘ nM_tFire

APPROVED FDR
Traffic
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City of Los Angeles 
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PARCEL PROFILE REPORT

PROPERTY ADDRESSES Address/Legal Information
12630 W VALLEY SPRING LANE PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 
Thomas Brothers Grid

165B161 914
4047 N WHITSETT AVE 701,427.9 (sq ft) 

PAGE 562 - GRID E54141 N WHITSETT AVE
12600 W VALLEY SPRING LANE PAGE 562 - GRID F5
4155 N WHITSETT AVE Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 

Tract
Map Reference 
Block

2375018020
12506 W VALLEY SPRING LANE TR 19437

M B 597-91/92
ZIP CODES None
91604 Lot LT 1

Arb (Lot Cut Reference) 
Map Sheet

None
RECENT ACTIVITY 162B161
CHC-2020-7764-HCM 165B161
ENV-2020-7765-CE 165B165
PAR-2020-580-CM Jurisdictional Information

Community Plan Area 
Area Planning Commission 
Neighborhood Council 
Council District 
Census Tract #
LADBS District Office

Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass 
South Valley 
Studio City
CD 2 - Paul Krekorian
1435.00
Van Nuys

CASE NUMBERS
CPC-2020-1511-VCU-SPR-WDI
CPC-2008-3125-CA
CPC-2007-3036-RIO
CPC-2006-48-ICO
CPC-2005-3266-PUB-ZV-ZAA Planning and Zoning Information
CPC-2001-1331-MPR-GPA-ZC-BL-
VCU-CUB-SPR

Special Notes 
Zoning
Zoning Information (ZI)

None
A1-1XL-RIO
ZI-2358 River Implementation Overlay DIstrict (RIO) 
ZI-2438 Equine Keeping in the City of Los Angeles 
Open Space 
Yes

CPC-1990-596-GPC
CPC-1971-23662
CASE-1163 General Plan Land Use 

General Plan Note(s)
Hillside Area (Zoning Code)
Specific Plan Area

Subarea
Special Land Use / Zoning 

Historic Preservation Review 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 
Other Historic Designations 
Other Historic Survey Information 
Mills Act Contract 
CDO: Community Design Overlay 
CPIO: Community Plan Imp. Overlay

Subarea
CUGU: Clean Up-Green Up 
HCR: Hillside Construction Regulation 
NSO: Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 
POD: Pedestrian Oriented Districts 
RFA: Residential Floor Area District 
RIO: River Implementation Overlay 
SN: Sign District

ORD-86514
ORD-183145 No
ORD-183144 None
ORD-169484-SA600 None
ORD-142584 None
ZA-2001-1380-ZV-SPR No
ZA-19XX-4814 None
ZA-1994-530-CUZ None
ZA-1976-22004 None
ZA-1975-21786 None
ZA-1974-21609 None
ZA-1974-21520 None
ZA-1973-21195 None
ZA-1965-17460 None
ZA-1955-13744 No
ZA-1954-13586 No
ZA-1954-13459 None
YV-19XX-55 None
BZA-2380 Yes
BZA-1994-5055-CUZ No
TT-53465

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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VTT-74209 Streetscape
Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area 
Affordable Housing Linkage Fee 

Residential Market Area 
Non-Residential Market Area 

Transit Oriented Communities (TOC) 
RPA: Redevelopment Project Area 
Central City Parking 
Downtown Parking 
Building Line 
500 Ft School Zone 
500 Ft Park Zone

No
ENV-2020-1512-EIR None
ENV-2007-3037-ND
ENV-2006-49-CE Medium
ENV-2001-1196-EIR High
OB-12673 Not Eligible 

None
No
No
18
No
No

Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Ownership (Assessor) 

Owner1 
Address

2375018020

4141 WHITSETT LLC C/O C/O DAVID WEIL
3700 COLDWATER CANYON AVE 
STUDIO CITY CA 91604

Ownership (Bureau of Engineering, Land 
Records)

Owner
Address

APN Area (Co. Public Works)*
Use Code
Assessed Land Val.
Assessed Improvement Val.
Last Owner Change 
Last Sale Amount 
Tax Rate Area 
Deed Ref No. (City Clerk)
Building 1 

Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 2 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 3 
Year Built 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 4 
Building 5
Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO)

Not Available 
Not Available 
16.110 (ac)
6600 - Recreational - Golf Course - One Story
$44,643,564
$530,604
12/18/2017
$43,500,435
13
None

1955
DX
0
0
0
2,444.0 (sq ft)

1966
DX
0
0
0
1,664.0 (sq ft)

1974
0
0
0
500.0 (sq ft)
No data for building 4 
No data for building 5 
No [APN: 2375018020]

Additional Information
Airport Hazard None

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Coastal Zone 
Farmland
Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
Fire District No. 1 
Flood Zone 
Watercourse
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 
Methane Hazard Site 
High Wind Velocity Areas
Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- 
13372)
Wells

None
Area Not Mapped
YES
No
No
Outside Flood Zone
No
No
None
No
No

None
Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km) 
Nearest Fault (Name)
Region
Fault Type
Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry 
Slip Type
Down Dip Width (km)
Rupture Top 
Rupture Bottom 
Dip Angle (degrees)
Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone 
Landslide 
Liquefaction
Preliminary Fault Rupture Study Area 
Tsunami Inundation Zone

2.24732088 
Hollywood Fault
Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin
B
1.00000000
Left Lateral - Reverse - Oblique 
Poorly Constrained
14.00000000 
0.00000000
13.00000000
70.00000000
6.40000000
No
No
Yes
No
No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District
Hubzone
Opportunity Zone
Promise Zone
State Enterprise Zone

None
Not Qualified
No
None
None

Housing
Direct all Inquiries to 

Telephone 
Website

Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO)
Ellis Act Property
AB 1482: Tenant Protection Act

Housing+Community Investment Department 
(866) 557-7368 
http://hcidla.lacity.org 
No [APN: 2375018020]
No
No

Public Safety
Police Information

Bureau
Division / Station 

Reporting District

Valley
North Hollywood
1581

Fire Information
Bureau Valley

Batallion 14
District / Fire Station 78

Red Flag Restricted Parking No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.
Case Number: CPC-2020-1511-VCU-SPR-WDI
Required Action(s): VCU-VESTING CONDITIONAL USE 

SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW
WDI-WAIVER OF DEDICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS 

Project Descriptions(s): SITE PLAN REVIEW AND VESTING CONDITIONAL USE FOR NEW ATHLETIC FACILITY
Case Number: CPC-2008-3125-CA
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): THE ADDITION OF A RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY (RIO) DISTRICT AS SECTION 13.12 OF THE L.A.M.C. IN RESPONSE TO

THE LOS ANGELES RIVER REVITALIZATION MASTER PLAN (LARRMP) THAT WAS ADOPTED IN MAY 2007. THIS 
SUPPLEMENTAL USE DISTRICT WOULD ESTABLISH STANDARDS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT ALONG WATERWAYS

CA-CODE AMENDMENT

Case Number: CPC-2007-3036-RIO
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO

ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.

RIO-RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT

Case Number: CPC-2006-48-ICO
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): AN INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE REQUIRING A PROJECT PERMIT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A BUILDING PERMIT FOR

PROPERTIES ALONG THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, IN THREE SECTIONS WITH WIDTHS OF 300 FEET, 500 FEET AND 1,000 
FEET.

ICO-INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE

Case Number: CPC-2005-3266-PUB-ZV-ZAA
Required Action(s): PUB-PUBLIC BENEFIT 

ZV-ZONE VARIANCE
ZAA-AREA,HEIGHT,YARD,AND BLDG LINE ADJMNTS GT 20% (SLIGHT MODIFICATIONS)

Project Descriptions(s): A ZONING ADMINISTRATOR ADJUSTMENT TO PERMIT PARKING FRONT YARD SETBACK IN AN A ZONE AND TO PERMIT AN
EMERGENCY GENERATOR IN THE REAR YARD SETBACK.

Case Number: CPC-2001-1331-MPR-GPA-ZC-BL-VCU-CUB-SPR
Required Action(s): MPR-MAJOR PLAN REVIEW (BIG BATCH)

GPA-GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT 
ZC-ZONE CHANGE 
BL-BUILDING LINE 
VCU-VESTING CONDITIONAL USE 
CUB-CONDITIONAL USE BEVERAGE-ALCOHOL 
SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW

Project Descriptions(s): DEVELOPMENT OF 200 RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNITS ON A PORTION OF THE SITE AND THE CONTINUED MAINTENANCE,
RECONFIGURATION, AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE EXISTING GOLF AND TENNIS USE ON THE PROPERTY, SEE 
ATTACHED.

Case Number: CPC-1990-596-GPC
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): HISTORIC MONUMENT APPLICATION FOR THE CROSS OF SAN YSIDRO

GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)

Case Number: CPC-1971-23662
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-2001-1380-ZV-SPR
Required Action(s): ZV-ZONE VARIANCE

SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW
Project Descriptions(s): Data Not Available
Case Number: ZA-19XX-4814
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1994-530-CUZ
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): CONTINUED MAINENANCE OF A GOLF COURSE

CUZ-ALL OTHER CONDITIONAL USE CASES

Case Number: ZA-1976-22004
Required Action(s): Data Not Available

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Project Descriptions(s):
Case Number: ZA-1975-21786
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1974-21609
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1974-21520
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1973-21195
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1965-17460
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1955-13744
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1954-13586
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1954-13459
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: YV-19XX-55
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

Case Number: BZA-1994-5055-CUZ
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): CONTINUED MAINENANCE OF A GOLF COURSE

CUZ-ALL OTHER CONDITIONAL USE CASES

Case Number: TT-53465
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): A 103 LOT SUBDIVISION FOR SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL USE (RETIREMENT/ASSISTED LIVING) ON A 17.2 NET ACRE

SITE IN A1-1XL (PROPOSED R1-1) ZONE(DLK)

Data Not Available

Case Number: VTT-74209
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): DEVELOPMENT OF 200 RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNITS ON A PORTION OF THE SITE AND THE CONTINUED MAINTENANCE,

RECONFIGURATION, AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE EXISTING GOLF AND TENNIS USE ON THE PROPERTY, SEE 
ATTACHED.

Data Not Available

Case Number: ENV-2020-1512-EIR
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): SITE PLAN REVIEW AND VESTING CONDITIONAL USE FOR NEW ATHLETIC FACILITY

EIR-ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Case Number: ENV-2007-3037-ND
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO

ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Case Number: ENV-2006-49-CE
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): AN INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE REQUIRING A PROJECT PERMIT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A BUILDING PERMIT FOR

PROPERTIES ALONG THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, IN THREE SECTIONS WITH WIDTHS OF 300 FEET, 500 FEET AND 1,000 
FEET.

CE-CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION

Case Number: ENV-2001-1196-EIR
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

EIR-ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE
CASE-1163
ORD-86514
ORD-183145
ORD-183144
ORD-169484-SA600
ORD-142584
BZA-2380
OB-12673

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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WEDDINGTON GOLF & TENNIS CLUB
Historic Resources Assessment Report

I. Introduction

At the request of Planning Associates, Inc., Architectural Resources Group (ARG) has completed 
a historic resources assessment of the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club located at 4141 Whitsett 
Avenue in Studio City, California. ARG’s assessment of the potential historic resources on the 
site serves as the basis for review of the project based on the requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to identify the impacts of the proposed project on potential 
historic and cultural resources. CEQA Section 21084.1 states “a project that may cause a substantial 
adverse change in the significance of an historical resource is a project that may have a significant 
effect on the environment.”

CEQA defines substantial adverse change in the significance of a resource as the physical 
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such 
that the significance of the resource is materially impaired (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5). Under 
CEQA, the significance of an historical resource is considered to be materially impaired when 
a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those characteristics that convey 
its historical significance and account for its inclusion on an historical resource list. ARG staff’s 
understanding of the proposed project is based on plans, a project description, and proposed site 
plan prepared by Franco & Associates, Inc. and dated January 23, 2008 and updated December 23, 
2011 provided to ARG by Planning Associates, Inc. The site plan overlay illustrating the effect on 
the existing golf and tennis facilities is attached at the end of this report.

On May 29, 2007, ARG representatives visited the project site to document existing conditions. 
Research was conducted at the Los Angeles Public Library and at the Los Angeles Building 
Department. In addition, an informal interview was conducted with George McCallister, Jr. on May 
29, 2007 to gather oral history.

ARG first evaluated the significance of the property in 2007 and has evaluated several iterations of 
the proposed project as it has developed since that time. As a result of our evaluation, we found that 
the property appears eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources, with the exclusion 
of the tennis facilities, and therefore was significant for purposes of CEQA. The project that ARG 
has reviewed for this final report appears to meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and will 
not have a significant impact on the historic resource of the golf club.

NOTE: The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club was historically called the Studio City Golf and 
Tennis Club. For the purposes of this report, it is referred to by its current name, except when 
appropriate for historical context.

II. Existing Conditions

The project site is located within the boundaries of Studio City, which is a part of the City of 
Los Angeles located in the San Fernando Valley. Residential neighborhoods occupy most of 
the surrounding land to the north, east and west. The Los Angeles River channel and Ventura

Architectural Resources Group1
Architects, Planners & Conservators, Inc.
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WEDDINGTON GOLF & TENNIS CLUB
Historic Resources Assessment Report

Boulevard, a major commercial thoroughfare, 
are directly south of the property. —;
Site

The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club is located 
at 4141 Whitsett Avenue, at the southwest 
corner of Whitsett and Valley Spring Lane. The 
triangular site is 16.1 acres with a flood control 
channel forming the diagonal southwestern 
boundary, Valley Spring Drive the northern 
boundary, and Whitsett Avenue the eastern 
boundary. A short length of Bellaire Ave. 
forms the western boundary. The southernmost 
section of the property extends into the public 
right-of-way for Valleyheart Drive and the Los 
Angeles River. The property’s public entrance 
is oriented to the east toward Whitsett Avenue. 
An asphalt drive with flanking parking serves 
as entrance and exit. A putting green and 
clubhouse at the property’s northeastern corner 
signal the property’s use. The majority of the 
property maintains a park-like setting as a 
result of the landscaping and mature trees. The 
southeastern corner of the parcel is dedicated 
for tennis use and, most recently, a portion of 
that area has been given over to the City of Los 
Angeles for use as a fire station.

y.

Putting Green
—
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pm \i .■ *
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Cultural Landscape Elements 

According to the current property manager, 
virtually all design elements of the property 
were explicitly outlined in a conditional use 
permit. The recreational property is composed 
of multiple contributing elements. Golf-related 
resources include: a one-story clubhouse; a 24- 
stand, 230-yard driving range; a 9-hole, par 3 
golf course; and a putting green. Tennis-related 
resources include: a small club structure and 16 
concrete courts located in staggered rows at the 
southeast portion of the property, adjacent to 
the fire station site. Other elements include: a 
maintenance structure east of the tennis courts at 
the southern property line.

____
Clubhouse Exterior

Clubhouse Entrance

Architectural Resources Group 2
Architects, Planners & Conservators, Inc.
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WEDDINGTON GOLF & TENNIS CLUB
Historic Resources Assessment Report

Clubhouse

The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club features a 
one-story clubhouse building near the southwest 
corner of Whitsett Avenue and Valley Spring 
Lane, on the northwest corner of the subject 
property. The building sits at an angle facing the 
corner. Its front lawn is a putting green, with a 
low, nonoriginal brick wall with weeping mortar 
bordering the street that replaced an earlier split 
rail fence. A walkway parallel to the front of the 
building approaches the entrance from the parking 
lot to the south.

a H*-1iuffl i
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■ 4*.
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_____-
Clubhouse Interior: Fireplace The clubhouse is wood frame construction on 

a concrete slab-on-grade foundation. It has a 
wood shingle-clad, side-gabled roof with deep 
eaves along the front and rear of the building to 
create generous overhangs. The front overhang 
is supported by square wood posts. The exterior 
cladding of the building is painted board and batten 
siding. The north side contains utility uses, with 
a shed-roofed garage (its roof parallel to the main 
gable) and a small shed (its roof perpendicular 
to the main gable, attached to the wall) and an 
exterior vestibule at the back of the pro shop 
enclosed with chain link fencing.

I

JI

J
5

yi

The recessed entrance is sheltered beneath the 
overhang, with the entrance and the glass wall of 
the front of the building recessed from the eave 
line. Large, low planters to the north and south 
of the entrance hold shrubs and small trees that 
pass upwards through rectangular cut-outs in the 
front slope of the roof. The entrance is on grade, 
with aluminum-frame glass doors and full-height 
plate glass windows to either side. It is not clear 
whether these expanses of glass are original or 
alterations. Inside the entrance, the main interior 
space is a reception room. The tile and carpet 
floor of the clubhouse is not original, nor is the 
wallpaper above the paneling or large mirror on the 
south wall, but most other features of the interior 
have changed very little, leaving the clubhouse 
with high interior integrity. Knotty pine paneling

Clubhouse Interior: Lunch Counter
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Clubhouse Interior: Pro Shop
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WEDDINGTON GOLF & TENNIS CLUB
Historic Resources Assessment Report

covers the walls up to a datum line set by the 
east (entrance) and west (rear) walls. The major 
feature of the reception room is a slab fireplace 
wall extending from floor to ceiling and clad in 
variegated brick. The rectangular cutout of the 
fireplace box is surrounded by two wrought iron, 
six-arm light fixtures that carry shaded hurricane 
lanterns. A matching four-arm fixture hangs 
near the pro shop desk. The reception space is 
flanked by offices to the north and restrooms to 
the south. The rear entrance to the greens is on 
axis with the front door, with an enclosed coffee 
shop to the south and a pro shop to the north.
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The coffee shop or lunch counter is enclosed 
with wood-framed glass panels on the north 
side and at the entrance, directly north of the 
fireplace. The space has an open painted wood 
beamed ceiling with diagonal tongue and groove 
boards. The open kitchen on the south wall has 
a large copper hood, and an L-shaped laminate 
counter with built-in stools provides seating. 
Windows along the west wall look out to the 
greens side of the building, including a window 
for walk-up service.

Clubhouse Rear Exterior

The pro shop area, adjacent to the rear entrance, 
is marked by a high, L-shaped counter with 
wood paneling on the front similar to that seen 
in the rest of the interior. A small decorative 
corbelled shelf lines the opening. The rear patio 
of the clubhouse is partly shaded by the deep 
overhang of the roof. Extending from the south 
end of the rear patio of the clubhouse is a long 
open structure that serves as a shelter for golfers 
using the driving range. This structure has a 
shed roof that slopes upwards toward the west 
(i.e., toward the driving range). Its roof has a 
slight fan shape, with the beams converging 
toward the concave front of the structure. Each 
column bay has three berths for golfers using the 
driving range, separated with ground-mounted 
metal mesh dividers.

Second Hole Green
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Third Hole Tee
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Golf Course

The nine-hole, par three golf course is laid out 
along the property lines that abut Valley Spring 
Lane, Bellaire Avenue on the west, and the river 
channel on the south. The course loops around the 
property, partially encircling the driving range, and 
winds its way back to the clubhouse. Concrete pads 
mark tees on each of the holes.

:

O

Upon exiting the clubhouse’s eastern door, the first 
tee of the golf course is located a few yards due 
west of the clubhouse exit, immediately adjacent 
to (north of) the driving range fence. The fairway 
extends roughly 105 yards west of the concrete tee. 
Mature trees line both sides of the fairway, visually 
separating the first hole from the driving range to 
the south and the ninth hole to the north.

____^J*M**"*—'“ —— - ~ - '

Fourth Hole-View From Tee

,1* * «fciL A*its- J
The second hole runs along the northern property 
line with the tee located on a northeasterly diagonal 
from the first green. The second fairway extends 
130 yards to the second green, which is located on 
a small rise close to the northwestern corner of the 
property. A row of mature eucalyptus trees buffers 
the second fairway from the property line to the 
north.

-

With a tee located at the northwest corner of the 
property, the third hole runs parallel to the western 
property line. The short, 75-yard fairway drops 
gently down to the green at the southwestern corner 
of the property, which is partially surrounded by 
a low decorative split rail fence. A row of mature 
Canary Island and Aleppo pine trees, with a few 
interspersed olive trees, lines the western edge of 
the third fairway, along Bellaire Avenue.

Sixth Hole Green

A

The fourth hole tees off just east of the third 
green and runs parallel to the river channel’s path, 
roughly 105 yards. The fourth green is located 
at the approximate midpoint of the property’s 
southern boundary along the edge of the river 
channel.

Eighth Hole Green The fifth and sixth holes have been reconfigured
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from their original 1958 design. Originally, the 
fifth hole followed a dog-leg pattern with the 
tee located adjacent to a wider driving range. 
The fairway opened to a wide triangle, its base 
lined with mature eucalyptus trees that still 
stand and separate the property from Whitsett 
Avenue. Originally, the oval-shaped fifth green 
was located at the southeastern corner of the 
property. Following the addition of tennis 
courts and division of the driving range in the 
1970s, the fifth hole now runs along the south 
fence of the driving range for approximately 
115 yards. The sixth hole, originally positioned 
parallel to the river wash, now runs parallel to 
the fifth hole but in the opposite direction, with 
its green located at the edge of the property 
along the river. The sixth fairway measures 105 
yards.

*
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_________
Ninth Hole-Tee & Fairway
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From the sixth green, a player reaches the 
seventh tee by walking a short northwesterly 
diagonal between the fourth green and the fifth 
tee. A tall row of mature Mexican fan palm 
trees separates the seventh fairway from the 
fourth immediately to the south. The seventh 
green sits atop a short hill, directly east of the 
third green near the property’s southwest corner. 
The fairway extends 115 yards to the green, 
located on a short rise above and immediately 
east of the third green.

I
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Driving Range Shelter

From the course’s eastern end, the eighth 
and ninth holes direct the player back to the 
clubhouse and the property’s northeastern 
corner. The eighth tee is adjacent to the third 
fairway, between the seventh and second greens. 
The fairway extends 135 yards, lined on both 
sides by a row of mature palms, culminating at 
the kidney-shaped green immediately adjacent 
to the driving range’s northwestern corner.

is

The ninth tee is reached by traveling a short 
northeasterly diagonal between the second 
tee and the first green. The ninth tee has 
been moved slightly east from its original Light Standards
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location (which is still visible), foreshortening the 
ninth fairway to just 90 yards. A row of mature 
eucalyptus trees and Mexican fan palms line the 
northern property line along the ninth fairway.
The green is located atop a slight rise. The length 
of the hole parallels the property’s northern 
property line, returning the player to the clubhouse 
entrance.

T
K.

n
i

Driving Range

A 24-stand driving range is located between the 
clubhouse and the tennis area. A wood, shed-style 
canopy shelters the northern half of the stands. 
Temporary awnings provide shelter to the stands 
on the south end. Extending 230 yards, the 
driving range is located directly southwest of the 
golf clubhouse and is enclosed by a high fence.

■sr
Tennis Clubhouse

Light Standards

Eight original light standards, designed in the form 
of a golf ball set atop a tee, line the fence along the 
Whitsett Avenue parking lot and provide light to 
the driving range. The parking lot has not changed 
in configuration from the original (see aerial 
photo, p. 21) and so presumably the light standards 
are in their original locations. According to the 
current property manager, one of the historic 
standards has been removed. These standards 
have been retrofitted with new 1000-watt stadium 
style lights that replaced 750-watt incandescent 
lights that are no longer manufactured.

Tennis Courts

r
Tennis House

The tennis office was constructed in 1974, when 
tennis courts were added to the facility. The style 
of the building was patterned after that of the 
main clubhouse. It has a front-gabled roof clad 
in wood shingles facing west toward the tennis 
courts. A separate flat canopy of open beams for 
a shade structure is attached to the front facade 
and supported on metal posts. The exterior 
siding is board and batten, and the fenestration, 
concentrated at the west end, consists of large,

' r

__
Tennis Courts-Walkway view towards driving range
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square aluminum-frame sliding windows. The 
front door, and a side door on the north side, 
have a large single light over an inset panel with 
a cross-timber detail. The tennis office and the 
adjoining courts were constructed outside of the 
period of significance for the site, and so are not 
considered historic features of the site.

k
m

Tennis Courts

Sixteen concrete tennis courts are situated, in a 
staggered pattern, at the southeastern corner of 
the property. Four courts of the original twenty 
were demolished as part of the construction of 
the fire station.

■ rteei

Pio Pico (L.A. Public Library)

Maintenance Structure

A temporary maintenance building has 
been constructed at the southern end of the 
property, behind the tennis courts. A previous 
maintenance structure, constructed in 1966, was 
demolished as part of the fire station project.
The current structure is essentially a fenced yard 
with a roof; chain link fence with a windscreen 
form the structure’s “walls.” This structure does 
not contribute the significance of the property.

rir
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Maintenance Green

A small maintenance green, used to grow and 
harvest patch sod, is located at the southeastern 
corner of the tennis area, behind the fire station.

San Fernando Valley 1870-1910 (Roderick 2001)

*s -■' MV
THUb

u ■III. Historical Background and Context -r-,y V-

jHt* tit■v . TO-«L 'ISan Fernando Valley
The history of the San Fernando Valley is 
largely a story of its development. What was 
an undeveloped and arid valley of ranchos 150 
years ago has been transformed into a dense 
urbanized “suburb” with a population of over 
1.7 million (Roderick 2001, v). Through its 
short history, the San Fernando Valley has been 
home to some of the nation’s largest agricultural
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San Fernando Valley Farm 1890 (L.A. Public Library)
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producers, the rise of the film industry, a central hub for the aviation and defense industry, and most 
importantly, a relentless real estate growth machine that subdivided the valley and sold its image 
of the good life to people throughout the United States and the world. Infrastructure investments 
have been vital to this development. The Southern Pacific Railroad made the Valley accessible, 
providing an essential link to a nation-wide consumer market for the Valley’s agricultural products 
and a steady supply of new residents. The arrival of a reliable water source through the Los Angeles 
Aqueduct supported dramatic growth. The Pacific Electric streetcar system linked the Valley within 
the Los Angeles region, enabling further access to vacant land for development. Most famously, the 
advent of the automobile and the mass-produced housing industry spread the Valley’s prototypical 
subdivisions across nearly all remaining open spaces.

Early Growth

The modern history of the San Fernando Valley began in 1869 when Pio Pico, the last Mexican 
governor of Alta California, sold his land to Isaac Lankershim, a farmer who had immigrated 
to California from Pennsylvania (Roderick 2001, 32). Pico’s Valley holdings were vast, and he 
controlled nearly the whole southern half of the Valley. Previously, Pico had owned most of the land 
in the Valley, but was forced to sell half of it to raise funds for the unsuccessful war effort against 
the United States (Roderick 2001, 26). After the Lankershim sale, the heirs to the land that Pico 
sold to Eulogio de Celis, a Spanish businessman from Los Angeles, put their holdings up for sale. 
Railroad baron Leland Stanford, interested in expanding the market for the Southern Pacific, helped 
make a deal, convincing California State Senator Charles Maclay to purchase the de Celis land 
and build a new town. In return, Stanford would link the town to Los Angeles with the Southern 
Pacific Railroad (Roderick 2001, 34). Between Maclay and his two partners Ben and George Porter, 
the northern half of the Valley had been divided into three major parcels, and the first town, San 
Fernando, had been founded (Roderick 2001, 42).

The railroad arrived in San Fernando in 1874, and it proved to be an effective tool for growth, 
quickly sparking expansion in other areas of the Valley (Roderick 2001, 38). Maclay created a new 
20,000-acre subdivision north of San Fernando, and George Porter sold off a large parcel of land 
south of the Mission. During the real estate boom of the 1880’s, several new towns were formed 
in Southern California, including Pacoima and Glendale in the Valley (Roderick 2001, 43). While 
a real estate slowdown of the 1890’s briefly stopped most growth, several valley towns, including 
Glendale, Burbank, and San Fernando, persisted (Roderick 2001, 44).

Initially, the Lankershim ranch remained an agricultural operation. It was first a sheep farm, but 
after a major drought in the 1870’s killed most of the flock, Lankershim switched to wheat and 
became, at that time, the largest producer in the world (Roderick 2001, 44). The move towards 
real estate occurred in 1882 when Isaac Lankershim died, deeding half of his land to his son James 
Lankershim, and the other half to his son-in-law Isaac Van Nuys. While Van Nuys continued the 
wheat operation, James Lankershim entered the new town business, subdividing 12,000 acres of 
the family land east of Whittsett Avenue and founding the town of Toluca (now North Hollywood) 
(Roderick 2001, 45). Lankershim sold off the land in 40-acre ranches. The mild climate and fertile 
soils proved to be excellent conditions for growing fruit trees, a strong selling point for many local
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residents as well as those from across the 
country (Roderick 2001, 45).

, v

End of Large Scale Agriculture 

A key moment in the Valley’s transition from 
agricultural production to residential enclave 
was announced in 1909, when Van Nuys 
sold the remaining Lankershim lands for 
development to Los Angeles interests (Roderick 
2001, 48). The buyers, who subsequently 
formed the development company The Los 
Angeles Suburban Homes Co., were the elite of 
Los Angeles: Chandler, business manager of the 
Los Angeles Times; Otis, owner of the Times; 
Sherman, a streetcar baron; Brant, an insurance 
magnate; and Whitley, a real estate man who 
managed the Hollywood subdivision (Roderick 
2001, 56). The deal essentially put half of the 
Valley into the possession of the company, but 
the firm did not gain water rights with the deal 
because of a vested system dating to when the 
region was under Spanish control (Roderick 
2001, 56). Without a reliable water supply, 
development opportunities were limited, but a 
solution was soon to come: On November 5, 
1913, the Los Angeles Aqueduct, designed by 
William Mulholland, delivered Owens Valley 
water to the Valley for the first time (Roderick 
2001, 53-54). The arrival of water secured the 
Valley’s future as a residential suburb, allowing 
it to dramatically expand in population beyond 
what could previously have been supported.
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L.A. Aqueduct Opening, 1913 (CSUN Library)
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1st Red Car to North Hollywood, 1911 (CSUN Library)
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After the completion of the aqueduct, the 
Los Angeles Suburban Homes Co. submitted 
Tract Map 1000, the largest ever filed in Los 
Angeles County (Roderick 2001, 57). New 
towns of Van Nuys, Marion (now Reseda) 
and Owensmouth (now Canoga Park), were 
established, linked by Sherman Way, a paved 
roadway with a streetcar line (Roderick 
2001, 57-58). The first electric trolleys came 
December 16, 1911, connecting Van Nuys 
to Lankershim and Hollywood through the 
Cahuenga Pass, enabling commuters to travel 
to jobs in Downtown Los Angeles from their
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Sherman Way East View, Circa 1930 (csun Library)
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residences in the Valley (Roderick 2001, 59). 
Though the Los Angeles Aqueduct provided a 
reliable water supply for Valley residents, water 
rights were controlled by the City of Los Angeles, 
which used its muscle to force most Valley 
communities to join the city. On March 29, 1915, 
with the exception of San Fernando, Burbank, 
Glendale, and Calabasas, most Valley communities 
agreed to be annexed by the city (Roderick 2001, 
62).

i *41
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Growth in Valley Industry

Soon after the birth of the film industry in Los 
Angeles, the Valley attracted film production 
because of its diversity of terrain and bright natural 
light. In 1912, Universal became the first film 
studio to operate out of the Valley, utilizing its 
ranch along the base of the Cahuenga Pass for 
filming (Roderick 2001, 86). The Universal ranch 
was simultaneously developed both as a back lot 
as well as a residential neighborhood for studio 
workers, opening under the name “Universal City 
in 1915 (Roderick 2001, 86).

Lockhead Air Terminal Circa 1941 (csun Library)
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ma-*. Like Universal City, Studio City was conceived 

as a combined studio, commercial development 
and residential subdivision. Begun in 1926 
on what had been a lettuce farm located along 
Ventura Blvd., the 500-acre parcel eleven miles 
north of downtown Los Angeles included a 
production studio for Sennet Studios, commercial 
developments along Ventura Boulevard, and 
nearby residential subdivisions. The first 
subdivision of the Studio City development, 
Maxwell Terrace, opened at Ventura Boulevard 
and Laurel Canyon Boulevard. Sennet became 
Revolution Studios, home to some of the leading 
Hollywood stars of the era: Gene Autry, Roy 
Rogers, and John Wayne (Roderick 2001, 89; Pitt 
& Pitt 1997, 488).
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t iS-' The aviation and defense industry was also vital 
to the growth of the Valley, especially during the 
periods leading up to and following World War II.

>-■
_____________ l________

Ventura Freeway in Encino, 1960 (Roderick 2001, 2)
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By the end of the 1950’s, nine of the ten biggest Valley manufacturers served defense contracts, the 
largest of which was Lockheed, which had moved to Burbank from Hollywood in 1938 (Roderick 
2001, 133).

Postwar Suburban Expansion

After the War, the Valley entered a new phase in its development, with its suburban neighborhoods 
widely promoted to returning GI’s and their families. Five years after the war, the population of 
the valley doubled to 402,538 residents. If considered separately from the city of Los Angeles, 
the Valley would have been the ninth largest urban area in the United States (Roderick 2001, 122). 
Migration was largely driven by a booming postwar economy, led by the defense industry that 
provided thousands of new jobs in aviation (Hise 1997, 8).

Considerable effort was given, both through government policy and private market efforts, to meet 
the demand for new housing that this massive workforce required (Hise 1997, 8). The goal was to 
provide ownership opportunities to all employed workers who had previously been unable to afford 
homes, though restrictive covenants in most new suburban subdivisions limited their availability to 
non-whites (Hise 1997, 7). This era marked the beginning of large-scale standardized practices now 
typical of suburban development, where developers would both subdivide as well as build homes, 
rather than sell lots to small scale builders (Hise, 1997, 136). Individual developers offered entire 
neighborhoods of small homes with just slight variations on floor plans and exterior treatments to 
conserve cost (Roderick 2001, 126). Federal mortgage guarantees through the Federal Housing 
Administration encouraged lenders to offer loans that made homeownership attainable to young 
middle-class—or approaching middle-class—families by dramatically lengthening repayment 
periods and decreasing required down payments (Hise 1997, 40).

Communities were designed and built to be complete neighborhoods, with schools, churches, 
shopping centers and parks located within a close drive of residential streets. Typically, 
subdivisions were also located near important industrial employment centers, such as the 
concentration of defense contractors in the Valley (Hise 1997, 187). Neighborhoods were promoted 
for their balance of work and recreation opportunities that had previously been unavailable to the 
average middle-class citizen. Homes, though small, were outfitted with appliances that provided 
the convenience of modern life at a reasonable price. Small backyards provided open space for 
children’s play, barbeques, and other informal gatherings.

This era marked the crowning of the automobile as the primary means of transportation within the 
Los Angeles region. The Cahuenga Pass was upgraded to freeway status in 1947 and connected 
with the Ventura Freeway in 1960, completing a freeway spine through the valley. The San Diego 
freeway was finished in 1962, providing a link through the Sepulveda Pass to the West Side of the 
City of Los Angeles (Roderick 2001, 136). High capacity arterial roads lined with commercial 
development connected new residential subdivisions with the freeways. What had been a primary 
regional transportation link, the electric trolley, ceased operation in the Valley on December 29, 
1952 (Roderick 2001, 123).

The more recent history of the Valley is one of continued urbanization, with extensive population
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growth, an increasingly diverse population, 
and a move towards an urban density in many 
neighborhoods including Studio City, North 
Hollywood, and Sherman Oaks. Single-family 
homes are being replaced with apartments and 
condominiums as population pressures fuel 
another real estate boom that continues to shape 
the landscape of the Valley.
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Los Angeles River
In addition to the development of the Los Angeles 
Aqueduct and the freeway system, the flood 
control infrastructure on the Los Angeles River 
and its tributaries stands as a third essential 
component that shaped the development of the 
San Fernando Valley. The history of the river also 
holds particular relevance in the historic context of 
the Weddington Golf & Tennis Club because the 
river forms the southern boundary of the site.

«i x

L.A. River Flood Damage, Vineland Ave., 1938
(CSUN Libraary)

Until the river was placed in a concrete channel, 
it was especially prone to flooding during the wet 
winter months. Because the Los Angeles was a 
seasonal river situated in a dry climate, the river 
never cut deep channels, so when the volume of 
water dramatically increased after a storm, fueled 
by runoff from the San Gabriel Mountains, the 
river would flood its banks. In the last half of the 
19th century, the river flooded on average every 
4 to 5 years (Gumprecht 1999, 144). When the 
San Fernando Valley was a remote agricultural 
region, the damage caused by flooding was offset 
by the benefits of the silt deposited by the river’s 
floods that enriched the soils. After the arrival 
of the railroad, and subsequent development of 
the Valley, population pressures and real estate 
demand encroached on floodplains, progressively 
increasing the risk and damage caused by each 
flood (Gumprecht 1999, 150).

' ■ '■p V7l I

L.A. River at Whittsett Ave, 1949 (L.A. Public Libraary)
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A devastating flood in 1914, fed by dramatic 
rainfall in the mountains that overflowed 
riverbanks and flooded much of the Valley

I_______________________:_____
L.A. River, Completed Channel, 1949
(L.A. Public Libraary)
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and other areas in Los Angeles, became the 
catalyst that sparked calls for a flood control 
system (Gumprecht 1999, 167). Bonds were 
issued, and the plan called for the excavation 
of a channel through the San Fernando Valley 
(Gumprecht 1999, 181). However, most of the 
initial bond money was spent on a diversion 
for the mouth of the river away from the Port 
of Los Angeles, and for mountain dams. Due 
to pressure from San Fernando Valley interests, 
an additional bond was placed on the ballot, but 
because of controversy over the mishandling 
of a plan to construct the San Gabriel Dam, 
the public did not support the bond measure 
(Gumprecht 1999, 191-195).
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Weddington Family Portrait, 1889 (csun Library)

Because the County of Los Angeles could not 
afford to complete the flood control system 
without bond funds, it turned to the federal 
government, which took over the project in the 
1930’s and managed it through the Army Corp 
of Engineers (Gumprecht 1999, 173). Since 
the river was unnavigable, the government did 
not automatically hold rights to the river, and 
so the right-of-way had to be purchased from 
individual owners (Gumprecht 1999, 182). The 
river portion of the Weddington parcel was 
likely purchased in 1927 and dedicated to the 
Municipal Improvement District #61. It was not 
until the 1940s that the channel was lined with 
concrete as it is in its current state.
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Weddington Family Home, 1893 (CSUN Library)

Periodic real estate booms brought development 
to the river’s edge, so the river channel was 
forced to be very narrow, which increased the 
speed of water flow and the potential for costly 
flooding. A 1938 flood, the largest in the San 
Fernando Valley, further proved that flood 
control was vital to the development of Los 
Angeles, but it also highlighted that the system 
performed best in places where the river flowed 
in a fully lined concrete channel (Gumprecht 
1999, 200). Subsequently, between 1944-1958 
nearly the entire length of the river, including 
the stretch through the San Fernando Valley
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Weddington Brothers Store, 1905 (CSUN Library)
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that borders the Studio City site, was encased in 
concrete. This completed the transformation of the 
river to its current state (Gumprecht 1999, 220).

1
Weddington Family

The history of the Weddington Golf & Tennis 
Club parcel is a rarity in Los Angeles, for it has 
been owned by the same family continuously 
since the 1890s. The Weddingtons were originally 
from Iowa, but like many Iowans and other 
Midwesterners, the family moved to the Los 
Angeles region to try their hand at farming in the 
balmy climate of Southern California. Wilson 
Weddington, formerly a sheriff in Iowa, visited 
the region in 1890 with his wife Mary and two 
sons Fred and Guy. Soon after, he purchased 
his ranch in the newly formed town of Toluca 
for $60 per acre. Initially, Weddington operated 
a sheep farm, but then switched to wheat and 
then casaba melons before stopping agricultural 
operations as Studio City became developed. The 
Weddingtons were pillars of their community, 
operating the Toluca post office out of their home 
until it moved to the family’s general store in 1894 
(“Weddington House/Toluca Post Office,” 1894). 
Other family businesses included the Bonner fruit 
cannery, which Guy bought out in 1907 (“Bonner 
Fruit Drying Co. Workers, circa 1900,” n.d.).
The Weddingtons were also influential in major 
developments in the Valley: Fred Weddington 
helped negotiate with Henry Huntington to bring 
the Pacific Electric Red Car to the Valley in 1911. 
Wilson Weddington was president of the area 
chamber of commerce between 1927-1929.

if??
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Weddington Brothers Store, Circa 1905 (csun Library)

*

Lankershim Viewed from Weddington Ranch, 1893
(CSUN Library)
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McCallister Family
Golf is something of a calling in the McCallister 
family. The McCallisters owned and operated 
what was known as the Studio City Golf & Tennis 
Club (leasing the property from the Weddingtons) 
from the time that George McCallister, Sr. 
purchased the business from Joe Kirkwood, Jr. in 
1958 until June of 2007. McCallister Sr. was an

-/

Weddington Family Home, 1910 (CSUN Library)
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avid golfer and member of the Wilshire Country 
Club, and an investor in sporting goods and 
real estate. George McCallister Sr.’s brother 
invented the first golf glove, which he had 
initially designed for fighter pilots when he 
was stationed with the Air Force in Illinois. In 
addition to operating the course, McCallister 
Sr. provided a forum for people to learn the 
game, offering individual golf instruction, as 
well as group swing lessons where an instructor 
demonstrated from a dais. McCallister Sr. 
was influential in lobbying the Los Angeles 
city schools to incorporate his form of golf 
instruction into physical education programs. 
George McCallister Jr. started working at the 
course when he was twelve. His brother John 
later brought him on to refurbish the course. 
McCallister Jr. became manager in 1993, and 
his brother John left to become a golf course 
designer. The younger McCallister brothers 
also were partners in a live music club called 
Axiom in San Clemente (George McCallister, 
Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

McCallisters Top 
Golf Qualifying

Clan McCallister dominat
ed the Studio City qualify* 
ing yesterday for the South* 
ern California Short Course 
Junior Golf Championship 
to be played next week. 
George McCallister Jr. won 
the 10-and-under age-brack
et group with a nine-hole 
score of 36 and his brother, 
Wesley, won the 11-14 divi
sion with a 59 for 18 holes. 
Par is 56.

The finals, with approxi
mately 100 juniors in action, 
will be played Monday at 
Studio City. Qualifiers from 
that course:

L.A. Times 8/19/1958, C6

Recreation

Golf

Originally a Scottish game, golf came to the 
United States at the end of the 19th Century. 
Few Americans golfed in the early 1890s, but 
by 1930, the popularity of the sport had grown 
significantly, with 2.25 million Americans 
playing the game (Schackelford 1999, 2).
The number of courses in the United States 
increased from 742 in 1896 to 5,691 by 1930, 
producing most of the nation’s great courses 
between 1920-1930 (Schackelford 1999, 2-3).

Southern California was home to some of the 
first golf courses in the state. The first, on 
Catalina Island, was built in 1892, followed 
by courses in Pasadena and Riverside in 1894, 
Santa Monica in 1896, and Los Angeles in 
1897 (Pitt & Pitt 1997, 177). The Valley’s first 
grass golf club, The Hollywood Country Club, 
opened in 1922, located south of Ventura Blvd.

Hollywood Country Club, Circa 1922
(CSUN Library)

_
Bob Hope Lakeside Golf Tournament, 1965
(L.A. Public Library)
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at Coldwater Canyon. The course was the centerpiece in an upscale residential subdivision and was 
primarily used as an amenity to sell the development. The club eventually went defunct, and the 
course became the campus for the Harvard Boys Preparatory School.

For much of these founding years, golf was largely an elitist game, played by those able to 
afford memberships in expensive private country clubs. The sport was also an amateur game, 
as professional tournaments and tours had yet to become of primary importance to national golf 
organizations like the USGA (Barkow 2000, 55). The economic contraction during the Depression, 
and the rationing required during the war years of the 1940s, further limited golf’s availability to 
those with lesser means. Golf remained an elite pastime, popular with Hollywood celebrities who 
frequented country clubs such as Lakeside in Toluca Lake (Roderick 2001, 97-98). However, two 
important changes altered this elite face of golf: rapid suburbanization with its attendant rise in 
middle-class home ownership in the post war era, and the televising of golf tournaments and the 
prominence of media-conscious players that greatly increased the sport’s profile and audience.

The suburbanization of the middle class and the boom in affordable home and automobile 
ownership enabled larger populations to live near golf courses, and the car provided the necessary 
mobility to get them there. The economic expansion and corresponding optimism of the 1950s was 
a contrast to the dimmer Depression and war years, and golf, as a representative of “the good life” 
and upward mobility, likely attracted many in the middle-class who had been unable to play the 
game before (Barkow 2000, 82).

Perhaps even more important than the spread of home and automobile ownership was the 
solidification of television as the primary source for entertainment and information for most 
Americans. This provided a vehicle that enabled golf, a sport poorly suited for live viewing because 
of its slow pace and spread of action across a large course, to reach a wide audience (Barkow 
2000, 82). While tournaments such as the Masters were well-respected in golf circles, the average 
American was not particularly engaged, but this changed after the first broadcast of the tournament 
in 1956 (Barkow, 2000, 90). Major golf tournaments became televised, and with network 
advertisement revenue increasing, both prize money for players and fees to golf organizations and 
clubs soared. The television market also enabled the promotion of mass-produced golf equipment, 
clothing, and accessories that further cemented the game as a middle-class pastime. The increasing 
presence of television in golf competition brought about a new type of golfer, best typified by 
Arnold Palmer: a dynamic, exciting player who, through his media savvy, became the sport’s first 
superstar (Barkow, 2000, 128).

As the popularity of golf dramatically increased, the number of municipal courses and other courses 
open to the public (rather than member-only institutions) also increased to serve this growing 
demand.

Tennis

The popular history of tennis, like golf, is that of a sport with an elitist association that moved into 
the mainstream. What had been played at exclusive country clubs became available to many in 
municipal parks for nominal fees or for free. During the peak of the popularity of tennis in 1978, in 
reflection of the sport’s democratization, the United States Tennis Association moved the location
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for the U.S. Open from the private West Side 
Tennis Club to a complex in the public Flushing 
Meadows Park in the New York City Borough 
of Queens (“Tennis,” n.d.). Like golf, tennis 
has enjoyed increased popularity through 
the televising of major tournaments, and the 
cultivation of top players into high profile 
colorful media celebrities, such as Jimmy 
Connors and John McEnroe in the 1970s and 
1980s.

^-------

1=59"

r; ?JBecause the peak popularity of tennis falls 
under the 50-year threshold for significance, 
the history of tennis plays a smaller role in the 
historic context of the Weddington Golf and 
Tennis Club and therefore has been kept to a 
minimum in this analysis.

y
A

Ticket Booth, Sandy Hollow Course
(Wickham 1955, 72)

wvjf
Property Typology of the Community Golf 
Course ML.HiThe Weddington Golf Course is characteristic 
of the small courses that became popular 
nationwide in the 1950s. A book published by 
the National Golf Foundation, Inc. of Chicago 
is helpful in identifying the elements of such 
courses. Entitled Municipal Golf Course 
Organizing and Operating Guide, it was written 
for public courses. While Weddington Golf 
Course was and is a private facility, it shares 
many qualities with municipal courses in its 
public accessibility and community orientation.

J'tIk
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Pro Shop, Johnson Park Course
(Wickham 1955, 88)

The combination of greenery, open spaces, 
social outlets, and community recreation 
provided by golf courses were valued in the 
1950s. While some courses were carved out 
of wooded areas and some, like Weddington 
Golf Course, were on “leftover” pieces of land 
in already-developed areas, golf courses were 
considered a valuable use of land that still 
allowed for the open spaces that were rapidly 
disappearing as urban and suburban landscapes 
developed. An 18-hole golf course needed to be 
three miles long and one hundred yards wide,

4
i-1'
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Lunch Counter, Beechwood Golf Course
(Wickham 1955, 87)
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but “this ribbon of grass can be tied in bowknots, twisted into any desired shape, (or) laid in bits 
(National Golf Foundation, Inc., 1955, 6). Golf was commonly combined with other recreational 
facilities such as swimming pools, or in the case of Studio City (though not until twenty years later), 
tennis.

Photographs of local golf courses in the Guide are easily recognizable as the same genre of facility 
as the Weddington Golf Course. The smaller clubhouses that are pictured show that these buildings, 
like that at Studio City, were often patterned on the residences in their suburban settings in both their 
scale and their style and materials. The L-shaped lunch counter and the knotty pine interior of the 
pro shops pictured show how this facility met the profile of a mid-1950s community golf center.

Aside from the course itself, the pro shop and the coffee shop or grill were important elements of a 
golf facility in the period. For the latter, the suburban location of the courses and the nature of the 
land use meant that patrons would stay at the facility for hours, and would need a place to eat on 
site. The pro shop was also essential to enabling people to learn to play and become equipped for 
the game. The Municipal Golf Course guide notes:

Practically all municipal golf operators recognize the value of a good golf professional to their 
overall operations. They also recognize the value of a good cup of coffee or a good plate of 
food. Both of these special services are, in the mind of the golfer, yardsticks by which he will 
measure the entire facility. They build or tear down golfer relations.

The Weddington Golf Course represents the essential characteristics of this property type from the 
period. It has high associative value and very effectively communicates the character and feeling of
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(#4 MONTEBELLO— .One of the all-electric homes now on view at Brighton Hills in Montebello crea.

'homes -which incorporate 3 cording to Dick Kurtii, sales 
'bedrooms and family room agent; volume- has reached 
or 4 bedrooms and family 
room; 2 baths, and 2-car ga
rages. Exterior stylings and
floor plans are by Architect From Los Angeles 
William Bray, AlA, while Brighton Hills may be 
color harmonizing is by Mel visited .via San Bernardino 

' Freeway to Garfield tura- 
Brighton Hills includes all off, right (south) to Pomona 

utilities, sewers, street-Blvd., left to Wilcox, right to 
lights, sidewalks and streets. Merle Drive, left to Gardner 
installed and paid for byiDrive, then left to model 

On view are 7 model Brighton-B!lt Homes. Ac-1 homes, open 9 a. m. to 9 p.m.

MONTEBELLO HOMES 
AIR CONDITIONED S5.730,000, with 191 pur

chases to date.

■"Refrigerated air condition- Priced from $29,930, the 
ing is one of the features at Brighton Hills homes are of- 
Brighton Hills, a Medallion toed with, veterans’ 5%- 
homes development in the down terms featuring oVifo. 
Montebello hills, reports 30-year loans. Also available 
Jim Young, vice president of is non - vets* 9023-year 
Brighton-Bilt Homes, build- financing at 69J interest. - . 
er^deveioper.

Gran.

L.A. Times, 7/23/1961, 14
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a local community golf course of the post-war
era.

Clubhouse Architect William Bray, AIA
William M. Bray, AIA practiced architecture 
in Southern California for over sixty years, 
with an office located in Encino. Aspects of 
Bray’s residential designs were periodically 
featured in the home decor columns in the 
Los Angeles Times throughout the 1950s and 
1960s. Bray was responsible for two of the 
residential designs for the Aladowney Homes 
subdivision in Downey (1951) and Brighton 
Hills in Montebello (1961), where he employed 
the popular Ranch style. He also designed a 
retirement community in Palm Desert called 
“Palm City” (Los Angeles Times, 7/29/1951; 
7/21/1961).

ML-

■A

> —■ i

I
Weddington Ranch, Circa 1899

■■
.___________

(CSUN Library)

!In 1994, Bray was awarded a lifetime 
achievement award from the San Fernando 
Valley chapter of the American Institute of 
Architects. His son and business partner, 
Roger W. Bray, AIA, continues the practice 
today as William M. Bray, AIA, Architect & 
Associates (WMBA).

HJ■ft \

Site History

This site formed part of the vast territory in the 
San Fernando Valley that Pio Pico sold to Isaac 
Lankershim in 1869. Because of the timing of 
the parcel’s purchase by the Weddingtons in 
1890, it may have been a portion of the lands 
subdivided by James Lankershim. Wilson 
Weddington operated a sheep farm on the site, 
but then switched to wheat and, later, casaba 
melons (“Sheep ranch, circa late 1800s,” 
n.d.). The Toluca post office operated out of 
the Weddington home until it moved to the 
family’s general store in 1894. In 1927 the 
river portion of the parcel was dedicated to 
Municipal Improvement District #61 for the

,1
\

\

\
Joe Kirkwood, Jr., 1951 (L.A. Public Library)
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development of a flood control system. The river 
was lined with concrete during the late 1940’s.

In the 1950s, the Weddingtons agreed to enter into 
a 50-year lease agreement with Joe Kirkwood, Jr. 
to develop the site as a golf course. Kirkwood, 
famous for his role as the boxer Joe Palooka in 
eleven films and a television series, was also 
a professional on the PGA tour, along with 
his father, Joe Kirkwood, Sr., a famous trick- 
shot golfer (George McCallister, Jr., personal 
communication, 29 May 2007). Kirkwood 
modeled the course on par 3 holes from famous 
golf courses, including the 7th Hole from Pebble 
Beach, the 15th Hole from Cypress Point, and 
three holes from Augusta (Curtis, 1955). At the 9- 
hole course, Kirkwood also built a golf shop and 
clubhouse with a snack bar. Though the course 
would have appealed to golf history buffs, it 
proved too challenging for most average players, 
who also knew little about the history of the game. 
Because Kirkwood’s Golf Center was essentially 

a neighborhood course, the difficulty of play limited its draw, and it went bankrupt (George 
McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

m i' i

A *>27

N3*

A 1972 aerial view illustrates the original breadth of 
the driving range and the greens that were displaced 
by the addition of the tennis courts to the southeast. 
(www. historicaerials.com)

In 1957, Kirkwood, Jr. sold an option to the course to George McCallister, Sr., a golfer and investor 
in sporting goods and real estate, and his partner and fellow Wilshire Country Club member,
Art Andersen, founder of Western Freight and an industrial real estate investor. Along with his 
groundskeeper Zeke Avila, McCallister Sr. redesigned the course to make play easier—filling 
in the water and sand traps, and rebuilding the greens—ensuring that the course would be more 
accessible to players from the neighborhood. McCallister Sr. also provided a forum for people 
to learn the game, offering individual golf lessons, as well as group swing classes where an 
instructor demonstrated from a stage. Golf lessons were promoted in local newspapers, and 
McCallister Sr. was influential in lobbying the Los Angeles city schools to incorporate his form 
of golf instruction into physical education programs. The Studio City Golf Course, as it was then 
called, was frequented by film studio workers who lived in the area. While most private clubs 
were prohibitively expensive for the middle class, the Studio City course, though private, was open 
to the public at a reasonable price, so was positioned to take advantage of the growing popularity 
of golf in the 1960s following the televising of the PGA Tour and the stardom of Arnold Palmer 
(George McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

In 1966, McCallister Sr. replaced the maintenance building with a larger structure and built an 
enclosure at the driving range, creating 10 sheltered tees. Construction on the tennis courts began 
in 1974 spurred on by the interest in tennis of McCallister’s partner, Art Andersen. Andersen 
had built a court at his house which proved to be a popular amongst his friends and family.
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Recognizing a market need, Andersen and McCallister Sr. shortened and slightly repositioned the 
5th and 6th tees to accommodate the construction of five tennis courts. Later, the width of the driving 
range was reduced to make room for an additional fifteen courts. Four were recently dismantled to 
accommodate the new Los Angeles City fire station (George McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 
29 May 2007).

The Weddington Golf Course has been operated by the McCallister family since 1958, initially by 
George McCallister Sr., and later by his sons John and then George Jr. when McCallister Sr. passed 
away in 1990. Having managed another family course in Pomona, and developed a remodeling 
business, George McCallister, Jr. was brought on by his brother John to refurbish the course. 
McCallister Jr. became manager in 1993, and his brother John left to become a golf course designer. 
Groundskeeping has also been passed to a new generation: Zeke Avila Jr. is the chief groundskeeper 
for the course (George McCallister, Jr., personal communication, 29 May 2007).

Most of the trees on site were planted during or following the development of the golf course, but a 
row of Eucalyptus trees along Valley Spring Lane predates the course. In the 1960’s, the McCallisters 
entered the tree nursery business, planting small palm trees in pots with an eye towards future revenue 
streams. Eventually, rather than being sold, the palm trees were planted on the grounds of the course. 
Including the palms, there are over 400 trees of at least 30 years of age per a tree inventory conducted 
on the site.

Site Development Chronology

April 1955 Zoning variance filed by Joe Kirkwood, Jr. to permit use of property “as a privately 
operated recreations center consisting of a golf driving range and a nine-hole pitch- 
and-putt golf course. (LA Times April 4, 1955, 36.)

Driving range openedJan. 1956

Joe Kirkwood, Jr. Golf Center officially opened with a celebrity gala hosted by 
Maurie Luxford.

May 1956

George McCallister assumes operations and management of Studio City Golf Course 
(LA Times 11/16/1957; A4)

Nov. 1957

Studio City Golf Course, Inc. signs lease with County of Los Angeles for use of 2.5 
acres of flood control land just north of the Los Angeles River between Whitsett & 
Bellaire Avenues. (LA Times, May 20, 1973, SF_B4)

May 1973

Original four tennis courts constructed1974

Los Angeles County Fire Station begins construction at southeast corner of site2007

Name changed to Weddington Golf and Tennis Club2008
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Building Permit History

1955: 8/8 Permit issued for a “Golf Shop and Club House,” 86’ 6” by 58’ 6”. 
Owner: Joe Kirkwood; architect: William M. Bray, AIA; contractor: 
Colonial Construction Co.; cost: $25,000; exterior materials: wood & 
stone
Permit issued to move storage building, 16’ x 20’, on lot 
Permit issued to add a partition around the clubhouse snack bar

9/12
11/8

1956: 1/5 Permit issued to build golf course & parking lot (use of land). 
Owner: Joe Kirkwood; architect: William M. Bray, AIA; contractor: 
Colonial Construction Co.

1962: 9/4 Permit issued to construct food storage room addition to clubhouse, 
7’6” x 10’6”. Owner: Studio City Golf Course, Inc.; contractor: owner

1966: 9/21 Permit issued to demolish existing maintenance/storage building.
Owner: Studio City Golf Course, Inc.; contractor: owner 
Permit issued to construct maintenance building, 38’x52’.
Owner: George McCallister; architect, Miller & Miller Associates; engineer: E.F.
Escalle, contractor: Mandavich Brothers; cost: $15,800;
materials: wood siding, shake roof
Permit issued to construct tee cover roof shelter, 26’ x 80’.
Owner George McCallister; architect, Miller & Miller Associates; engineer: E.F. 
Escalle, contractor: Mandavich Brothers; cost: $8,300

9/27

9/27

1973: 8/22 Permit issued to cut/fill tennis court sites, 400 cubic yards. 
Owner: Studio City Golf Course; contractor: Gregory J. Merante 
Permit issued to construct Tennis shop 20’x25’.
Owner: Studio City Golf Course; engineer: Elliott L. Moscovitz; 
cost: $7,600; materials: wood
Permit issued to install tennis court fencing, 12” high, 1600 lf.
Owner: Studio City Golf Course; contractor: Gregory J. Merante;
engineer: Elliott L. Moscovitz; materials: chain link
Permit issued to revise parking lot layout
Owner: Studio City Golf Course; engineer: Elliott L. Moscovitz

11/15

11/15

12/20

1974: 12/12 Permit issued to install tennis court fencing, 12” high, 1,080 lf.
Owner: Studio City Golf Course; engineer: Elliott L. Moscovitz; location: 
southeastern portion of site between tennis shop & clubhouse; cost: $9,000; 
materials: chain link

1975: 4/18 Permit issued to install tennis court fencing, 12” high, 960 lf.
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Owner: Studio City Golf Course; engineer: Elliott L. Moscovitz 
1976: 10/10 Permit issued to install fencing with lights, 12” high, 800 lf.

Owner: Studio City Golf Course; engineer: Herman Goodman; 
cost $14,000

IV. Regulations and Criteria of Evaluation

CEQA

Pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, a historical resource is presumed significant 
if it is listed on the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) or has been determined to be 
eligible for listing by the State Historical Resources Commission (SHRC). A historical resource may 
also be considered significant if the lead agency determines, based on substantial evidence, that the 
resource meets the criteria for inclusion in the CRHR. CEQA also contains the following additional 
guidelines for defining a historical resource:

California properties formally determined eligible for, or listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) (Section 5024.1.d.1);

Those resources included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in Section 
5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code, or identified as significant in a historical resources 
survey meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code;

Those resources that a lead agency determines to be historically significant (generally, 
if it meets criteria for listing on the CRHC), provided the determination is supported by 
substantial evidence; or

Those resources a local agency believes are historical for more broadly defined reasons than 
identified in the preceding criteria.

National Register of Historic Places

The National Register of Historic Places (National Register) is the nation's master inventory of 
known historic resources. The National Register is administered by the National Park Service 
(NPS) and includes listings of buildings, structures, sites, objects, and districts that possess historic, 
architectural, engineering, archaeological, or cultural significance at the national, state or local 
level. The National Register criteria and associated definitions are outlined in National Register 
Bulletin Number 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. The following is a 
summary of Bulletin 15:

Resources (structures, sites, buildings, districts, and objects) over 50 years of age can be listed on 
the National Register. However, properties under 50 years of age that are of exceptional importance 
or are contributors to a district can also be included on the National Register. The following list of 
definitions is relevant to any discussion of the National Register:
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A structure is a work made up of interdependent and interrelated parts in a definite pattern 
of organization. Generally constructed by humans, it is often an engineering object large in 
scale.

A site is defined as the location of a significant event, a prehistoric or historic occupation or 
activity, or a building or structure, whether standing, ruined, or vanished, where the location 
itself maintains historical or archaeological value regardless of the value of any existing 
structure.

A building is defined as a structure created to shelter human activity.

A district is a geographically definable area—urban or rural, small or large—possessing a 
significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, and/or objects 
united by past events or aesthetically by plan or physical development. A district may also 
comprise individual elements separated geographically but linked by association or history.

An object is a material thing of functional, aesthetic, cultural, historical, or scientific value 
that may be, by nature or design, moveable yet related to a specific setting or environment 
such as a historic vessel.

There are four criteria under which a structure, site, building, district, or object can be considered 
significant for listing on the National Register. These include resources that are one or more of the 
following:

Criterion A: associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of history (such as a Civil War battlefield or a Naval Ship building Center);

Criterion B: associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (such as Thomas 
Jefferson's Monticello or the Susan B. Anthony birthplace);

Criterion C: embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or 
that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual 
distinction (such as Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin or the Midwestern Native American Indian 
Mounds) or;

Criterion D: have yielded or may likely yield information important in prehistory or 
history (such as prehistoric ruins in Arizona or the archaeological sites of the first European 
settlements in St. Augustine, Florida or at the Presidio of San Francisco).

A resource can be considered significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, 
and culture. When nominating a resource to the National Register, one must evaluate and clearly 
state the significance of that resource. A resource can be individually eligible for listing on the 
National Register for any of the above four reasons. A resource can also be listed as contributing to a
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group of resources that are listed on the National Register. In other words, the resource is part of a 
historic district as defined above.

Districts are comprised of resources that are identified as contributing and non-contributing. Some 
resources within the boundaries of the district may not meet the criteria for contributing to the 
historic character of the district even though the resource is located within the district boundaries.

Contributing resources add to the historic association, historic architectural qualities, or 
archaeological values for which the district is significant because the resource was present during 
the period of significance, relates to the documented significant contexts, and possesses integrity.

Non-contributing resources do not add to the historic associations, historic architectural qualities, 
or archaeological values for which the district is significant because the resource was not present 
during the period of significance, does not relate to the documented significant contexts, or does not 
possess integrity.

Resources that meet the above criteria and have been determined eligible for the National Register 
are subject to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act when a federal undertaking 
is involved. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act does not generally apply to 
resources where private funding is used to alter or change those resources.

California Register of Historical Resources

The California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) is a listing of State of California resources 
that are significant within the context of California’s history. The California Register criteria are 
modeled after National Register criteria. However, the California Register focuses more closely on 
resources that have contributed to the development of California.

All resources listed in or formally determined eligible for the National Register are eligible for the 
California Register. In addition, properties designated under municipal or county ordinances are 
also eligible for listing in the California Register. The primary difference between the National 
Register and the California Register is that the latter allows a lower level of integrity. The property 
must be significant at the local, state, or national level under one or more of the following criteria:

Criterion 1: it is associated with events or patterns of events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history and cultural heritage of 
California or the United States.

Criterion 2: it is associated with the lives of persons important to the nation or to 
California’s past.

Criterion 3: it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method 
of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values.

Criterion 4: it has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the
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prehistory or history of the state or the nation.

The California Register criteria are linked to CEQA. Under CEQA, resources are considered 
historically significant “if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register” [Title 
14 California Code of Regulations 15064.5 (3)].

Resource Integrity

To be eligible for either the National or California Registers, a resource must not only be historically 
or architecturally significant, it must also retain integrity or the ability to convey its significance. 
Integrity is grounded in an understanding of a property’s physical features and how they relate to its 
significance within one or more contexts. Integrity involves seven aspects: location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling and association. These aspects closely relate to the resource's 
significance. For example, if the property is significant for architecture, the setting and association 
may not be as important as workmanship and materials. Integrity, particularly in the aspects 
important to the area of significance, must be primarily intact for National or California Register 
eligibility. Resources that have lost a great deal of their integrity are generally not eligible for the 
National Register. However, the California Register regulations have specific language regarding 
integrity, which note the following:

It is possible that historical resources may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for 
listing in the National Register, but they may still be eligible for listing in the California Register. A 
resource that has lost its historic character or appearance may still have sufficient integrity for the 
California Register [California Code of Regulations Title 15, 11.5 (c)].

V. Evaluation of Eligibility

For CEQA purposes, a historical resource is a resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for 
listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) or a qualified local register (for 
further explanation of qualifying local registers, see IV. Regulations and Criteria of Evaluation). 
California properties formally determined eligible for or listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places are automatically listed on the CRHR. Weddington Golf and Tennis Club has not been 
previously listed on or determined eligible for the CRHR or the NRHP, nor has it been designated as 
a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument.

For the purposes of this report, the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club was evaluated against the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources, as is required by CEQA. It was not 
evaluated for national (National Register) or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument) 
landmark eligibility.

Significance Under the California Register

The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical 
Resources under the following criteria:
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Criterion 1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States.

The Weddington Golf & Tennis Club appears to be locally significant in the area of recreation and 
entertainment as a community recreation center. Specifically, the 9-hole golf course and driving 
range were constructed in the mid-1950s and developed over the next ten years to provide the 
growing Studio City community with a publicly-accessible facility where children and adults alike 
could learn and practice the sport. The clubhouse, course, and driving range were a community 
draw, particularly for many patrons at all levels of the entertainment industry. The course 
and driving range reflects the broad popularity of golf in the 1950s and 1960s, and how such 
recreational facilities were valuable amenities to serve the rapidly growing suburban population 
base in the San Fernando Valley during its most significant period of community development.

Criterion 3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values.

The Weddington Golf Course represents the essential characteristics of a local, community golf 
course in the mid-1950s. It has high associative value and it effectively communicates the features 
of such a facility. Its setting has high integrity, as do the component elements including the low- 
slung, Ranch style clubhouse (and its compatible, adjoining driving range shelter) that echo the 
preferred residential forms of the San Fernando Valley in that era, the golf course with its fairways 
lined in palm, eucalyptus, and pine trees, and associated features such as the golf ball-shaped light 
standards and putting green.

Integrity
The National Register Bulletin series provides guidance in regard to eligibility, integrity, period of 
significance and resource type. Essentially, for a property to qualify as an historic resource it must 
represent a significant part of the history, architecture, archeology, engineering, or culture of an area, 
and it must have the characteristics that make it a good representative of properties associated with 
that aspect of the past (National Park Service, National Register Bulletin 15, 2002).

Bulletin 15 notes that an historic property derives its importance from its association with an 
important historic context and its retention of historic integrity of those features necessary to convey 
its significance. Insensitive modifications to an historic property can have a negative impact on that 
building’s integrity. The evaluation of integrity is sometimes a subjective judgment, but it must 
always be grounded in an understanding of a property's physical features and their relation to its 
significance.

Integrity is based on significance: why, where, and when a property is important. Only after 
significance is fully established can you proceed to the issue of integrity. The steps in assessing 
integrity are:

■ Define the essential [or character-defining] physical features that must be present for a 
property to represent its significance
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■ Determine whether the essential physical features are visible enough to convey their 
significance

■ Determine whether the property needs to be compared with similar properties
■ Determine, based on the significance and essential physical features, which aspects of 

integrity are particularly vital to the property being nominated and if they are present

Character-Defining Features
All properties change over time. It is not necessary for a property to retain all its historic physical 
features or characteristics. The property must retain, however, the essential physical features that 
enable it to convey its historic identity. The essential physical features are those features that define 
both why a property is significant (Applicable Criteria and Areas of Significance) and when it was 
significant (Periods of Significance.)

The character-defining features of the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club include:

9-hole golf course, composed of fairways, greens, and tees (5th & 6th holes altered). 
Park-like setting on the property created by extensive trees and open space.
Clubhouse: including board-and-batten siding, shake roof with rectangular cut-outs at 
planters, brick fireplace and chimney, knotty-pine interior paneling, and lunch counter. 
Driving range (altered) with shed-roof canopy with shake roof.
Putting green in front of clubhouse.
Golf ball light standards.

Evaluation

Within the concept of integrity, the National Register criteria recognize seven aspects or qualities 
that, in various combinations, define integrity. To retain historic integrity, a property must always 
possess several, and usually most, of the aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association. Ultimately, a property either does or does not have integrity. The following 
is a definition and analysis of each of the seven aspects of integrity in relation to this property.

Location: The place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic 
event occurred.

The historic property remains in its original location. The property retains this aspect of integrity.

Design: The combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a 
property.

The Weddington Golf and Tennis Club has been partially altered in terms of design. The northern 
portion retains its 1958 design in terms of golf course layout, location and design of the putting 
green and clubhouse. Alterations completed in 1974 to accommodate tennis courts required the 
realignment of two holes and the reduction in size (by nearly half) of the driving range. However, 
the alterations reflect the evolution of the property as a community recreation center. These 
alterations have the potential of becoming significant and, therefore, do not substantially subtract
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from the property’s integrity of design.

A 1966 maintenance building was demolished, but it was located in a part of the property that was 
removed from the clubhouse and starting and ending points of the course and did not contribute to 
the historic design.

The more recent construction of the fire station at the southeast corner of the site is not associated 
with the property’s historic significance as a community recreation center. However, its siting at 
the southeast corner of the property minimizes the impact of the new construction on the property’s 
integrity of design as the golf course layout remained unaffected.

Setting: The physical environment of a historic property.

Unlike location, setting refers to the character of the place in which the property played a historic 
role. It involves how, not just where, the property is situated, and its relationship to surrounding 
features and open space. Examples offeatures that create setting are: topographic features, 
vegetation, simple manmade features, and relationships between buildings and other features or 
open spaces.

Weddington Golf and Tennis Club largely retains its integrity of setting. Setting is a particularly 
important aspect of integrity for this property, and refers both to the property’s surroundings and 
the setting created within the property by the arrangement and integrity of its component parts, 
combining buildings, outdoor spaces and hardscape, and landscaped areas, all with a particular 
purpose that contributes to the recognition of the property type and the associated use. The 
clubhouse is the nexus of all of the golf-related uses on the property, including the putting green, 
the starting and ending points of the golf course, and the driving range. The setting of the property 
is defined not just by the functional interrelationships of elements, but also by the sense of open 
space created by the design and location of the golf course. The site is buffered from Ventura Blvd. 
by its location along the Los Angeles River channel, and along each of the boundaries (as well as 
within the site), mature trees act as windbreaks, visual buffers, and markers of open space within the 
neighborhood and on the property.

The southeast corner of the property has been disrupted by the construction of a new fire station; 
however, it is oriented away from the significant areas of the historic property’s. Furthermore, the 
station removed maintenance structures that were secondary to the significance of the property and 
only partially removed the tennis elements of the property. (The tennis courts are not considered 
contributing features.) Therefore, the overall impact of the new construction has been limited.

Materials: The physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time 
and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property.

The site retains its integrity of materials. This aspect of integrity refers mainly to building materials 
and to whether the original materials from the period of significance continue to compose the 
significant structures, objects, and hardscape of the grounds. The substantially unaltered clubhouse 
retains the characteristic materials of the interior and exterior, such as the board and batten siding,
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shingled roof, and knotty pine paneling. The concrete patios that lie between the driving range, 
clubhouse, and first and last holes also contribute to the setting and design of the property. The 
driving range shelter is also unaltered and composed of its original materials.

Workmanship: The physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any 
given period in history or prehistory.

Workmanship is not a significant aspect of integrity for this property. Most of the building 
materials of the structures were mass produced and did not reflect either traditional building crafts 
or significant new materials or methods. Workmanship for this property is best exhibited in the 
superior maintenance of the fairways and greens. In this respect, the skilled craft of golf course 
maintenance reflects the property's workmanship and the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club retains 
its integrity of workmanship.

Feeling: A property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.

As a result of retaining all material aspects of integrity, in whole or in part, Weddington Golf and 
Tennis Club retains its integrity of feeling.

Association: The direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.

As a result of retaining all material aspects of integrity, in whole or in part, Weddington Golf and 
Tennis Club retain its integrity of association.

VI. Project Description

The following summary project description is excerpted from a more extensive project description 
provided by Planning Associates, Inc. (The complete description and proposed site plan are 
attached as Appendix A.)

The proposed project involves the partial development of the Weddington Golf and Tennis Club site 
to make way for a senior residential condominium campus. As proposed, the existing property will 
be split into two parcels: Lot 1, which will retain its use as a golf course and driving range, and Lot 
2, which will accommodate the senior residential condominium campus.

Lot 1, which will measure approximately 504,764 square feet, will retain the existing nine-hole golf 
course, club house, driving range, and 22 surface parking spaces. All existing elements (buildings, 
landscape, site features) of Lot 1 will remain unaltered by the proposed project.

Lot 2, which will measure approximately 196,946 square feet, will be located at the southeast 
corner of the current lot. The proposed project involves the removal of the existing tennis courts 
from the site. The parcel will be developed with a senior residential condominium campus, 
comprising five rectangular and one polygonal-shaped four-story buildings. Also on the site will
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be approximately 109,176 square feet of landscape and hardscape, as well as subterranean parking 
spaces. These parking spaces will serve both the residential community and the golf club.

The proposed project leaves the existing clubhouse, putting green, and fairways intact. As shown 
on the attached site plan, the location of Building 4 of the proposed senior housing complex will 
encroach on the sixth tee, which will necessitate moving the tee a short distance to the west.
The footprint of Building 2 encroaches on the south portion of the original parking lot, with its 
distinctive golf-ball-shaped light standards, which will necessitate the relocation of the affected light 
standards. To accommodate the lot subdivision and a proposed fire lane on Lot 2, the green for the 
fifth hole must be moved a short distance to the northeast. To accommodate the lot subdivision, 
the south driving range fence must be moved approximately twenty-one feet to the north, thus 
eliminating three driving range tees.

Analysis of Project ImpactsVII.

Threshold of Significance

Section 15065 of the CEQA Guidelines mandates a finding of significance if a project would 
eliminate important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory. In addition, 
pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, a project could have a significant effect on 
the environment if it “may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical 
resource.” A “substantial adverse change” means “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, 
or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of a 
historical resource is impaired.” Material impairment means altering “in an adverse manner those 
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical significance and its eligibility for 
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources.”

Impacts to historical resources not determined to be significant according to any of the significance 
criteria described above are not considered significant for the purposes of CEQA. Generally, 
under CEQA, a project that follows The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing 
Historic Buildings or The Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for 
Rehabilitating Historic Structures is considered to have mitigated impacts to a historical resource to 
a less-than-significant level (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5).

Secretary of the Interior’s Standard for Rehabilitation

The purpose of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
(The Standards) is to promote responsible preservation practices that help to protect irreplaceable 
cultural resources. The Standards are meant to provide philosophical consistency in the preservation 
component of a development project and to guide essential decisions about the treatments to these 
properties. The preamble to the Standards states that they "are to be applied to specific rehabilitation 
projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical feasibility."
Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(3), conformity with The Standards in a development 
project is considered to mitigate impacts to historical resources to a less-than-significant-level.
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Although compliance with The Standards is presumed to constitute a less-than-significant impact 
on historical resources, compliance with The Standards is not the sole criteria for determining 
whether a project would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historic 
resource, and a failure to comply with The Standards may or may not constitute a significant 
impact or substantial adverse change under CEQA Guidelines.

There are four overriding treatments discussed in The Standards: preservation, rehabilitation, 
restoration, and reconstruction. For this project, ARG has looked to the rehabilitation standards 
for guidance. The Rehabilitation Standards are a set of 10 guidelines intended to guide the 
rehabilitation process of an historical resource. Rehabilitation is defined as “the process of 
returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an 
efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the property which are 
significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.”

The compatibility of the new design as a whole has been reviewed with respect to The Standards. 
Each of The Standards is listed below, followed by discussion of any potential for impacts in 
italicized text.

Standard #1: A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires 
minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships.

The proposed project meets Standard #1. The majority of the property will be used as it was 
historically, which is a driving range and golf course (Lot 1). The portion of the lot that will be 
used for the senior residential complex currently accommodates the tennis courts (Lot 2), which 
were constructed outside of the period of significance of the site and are therefore not considered 
historic features.

Standard #2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of 
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that characterize the 
property will be avoided.

The proposed project meets Standard #2. According to the project description, all character 
defining features of the property will be retained. Lot 1, which is the portion of the site that 
includes the golf course, clubhouse, driving range, putting green, and light standards, will be 
unaltered.

Should any of the golf ball light standards be removed in the process of removing part of the 
surface parking lot located at the eastern boundary of the property, they must be retained and 
relocated on site.

Standard #3: Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 
elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.

The proposed project meets Standard #3. The proposed plans do not suggest conjectural features
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or elements from other historic properties.

Standard #4: Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will 
be retained and preserved.

The proposed project meets Standard #4. No changes that have acquired historic significance were 
identified.

Standard #5: Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.

The proposed project meets Standard #5. Those elements that were determined to be character 
defining features will be retained unaltered in Lot 1.

Standard #6: Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match 
the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features 
will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.

The proposed project meets Standard #6. It does not include the modification or replacement of 
elements that were determined to be character defining features.

Standard #7: Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest 
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.

The proposed project meets Standard #7. Current project plans do not indicate chemical or 
physical treatments will be used. Any treatments that could cause damage to historic materials 
should require review by a qualified professional in order to ensure conformance with this 
Standard.

Standard #8: Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.

The identification of archeological resources was not completed as part of this report.

Standard #9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy 
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work 
shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, 
scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

The proposed project meets Standard #9. The proposed new senior housing development will 
occur apart from those features that have been determined to characterize the property. None of 
the buildings, landscape elements, or site features that were determined to be character-defining 
features will be destroyed by the proposed project. The lot subdivision, including the proposed 
siting of Building 4 and a necessary fire lane, necessitates the relocation of the sixth tee and
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fifth hole, which will be moved approximately 90 feet and 25 feet, respectively, to the northwest 
along the property's south boundary. The fifth and sixth holes are not in their historic locations, 
owing to the 1970s reconfiguration of the southeastern portion of the course to make room for the 
construction of the tennis courts. No major landscape features (such as stands of trees) will be 
removed due to the development's encroachment.

Because the new project is located to the southeast of the existing golf course and driving range 
on what will be a different parcel, it will appear separate from the adjacent historic features. The 
project description does not describe how the two parcels will be differentiated from one another. 
ARG recommends that appropriate landscaping be used to create a “buffer” between the two 
parcels, such as the placement of trees or shrubs at the parcel boundary to act as a natural screen 
between the two properties.

The proposed project also calls for the elimination of some of the surface parking spaces at the 
eastern edge of the property due to the siting of Building 2. The golf ball light standards, which 
are located at this parking lot and were determined to be character defining features, should be 
retained in place. If they must be moved, they must be retained and relocated to an unaffected 
portion of the parcel.

Standard #10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such 
a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and 
its environment would be unimpaired.

The proposed project meets Standard #10. If in the future the senior residential condominium 
campus were to be removed, the adjacent driving range, golf course and associated buildings in 
Lot 1 would remain unimpaired.

VIII. Conclusion

Under CEQA, properties that meet the criteria for listing on the California Register and National 
Register of Historic Places are considered historic resources. The Weddington Golf and Tennis 
Club appears to be eligible for the California Register and is therefore a historic resource under 
CEQA. Weddington Golf and Tennis Club appears to be significant at the local level under 
California Register Criterion 1, as a privately-owned community recreation (golf) center built 
to serve the growing community of Studio City in the mid-1950s; and under Criterion 3, as a 
property that embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type as a typical example of a post-war 
community golf course. It was not evaluated for National Register or Los Angeles Historic- 
Cultural Monument eligibility.

Because the project as currently proposed meets the Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
for Rehabilitation, it will not result in a significant adverse effect under CEQA. Any future 
modifications to the design should be reviewed for compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards.
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APPENDIX: Project overlay map, December 23, 2011.
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